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NEW ARCS LINE SOURCE FAMILY
The new ARCS A15 and A10 systems deliver renowned L-Acoustics concert performance and reliability
for audiences from 50 to 5,000. Mounted on a pole, stacked on the companion KS21 or flown in
vertical or horizontal arrays, the new ARCS family combines plug-and-play ease and international market
acceptance. This versatile solution, with adjustible directivity, scales with the needs of your company
and is your gateway to the L-Acoustics rental network. ARCS can take you anywhere you want to go.
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The lightweight NEXO P12 offers extreme
power and clarity, all with perfect sound.
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Sound doesn’t optimize.
Sound systems do. The SL-Series equips users with more of the
industry’s most valuable commodity: time. Designed for maximum
VSHHGDQGH˂FLHQF\IURPSODQQLQJWKURXJKWUDQVSRUWWRULJJLQJ
the SL-Series includes hardware and software for every eventuality.
Minimal stress for optimal performances.
Read what users say at sl-series.com

More art. Less noise.
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NEW

Introducing the new
Bose SoundComm
B40 Headset.

The new Bose SoundComm B40 Headset is engineered to deliver
the best combination of noise cancellation performance, clear
communication, comfort and durability to live event professionals
and production crews. The SoundComm B40 Headset is a must-have
wherever noise is pervasive and communication is critical. Available
in both dual- and single-earcup designs.
L E A R N M O R E A N D O R D E R AT B O S E . C O M / B 4 0

Connect with us @BoseSoundComm

© 2019 Bose Corporation. All rights reserved.

From the Editor’s Desk
In this issue, Jim Yakabuski and Michael Lawrence raise a really
good question that’s applicable to a lot of audio professionals:
just who does own the console show file
that you’ve spent a tremendous amount
of time, effort and hard-earned skill in
creating? Jim and Michael have a lively
back-and-forth on the topic, and then they
turn to an attorney who’s experienced in
these matters for his take as well. Interesting stuff.
Ever wonder what’s behind FIR filtering? It’s become a ubiquitous term in pro audio circles over
the past several years as a technology that’s certainly had an
impact on loudspeaker processing. Michael John takes us into
“FIR world” in the first of a two-part series that lends further
understanding into just what’s happening – be sure to check it
out. (And welcome aboard as a new author, Michael!)
Another big welcome to George Georges, also making his LSI
debut as an author. He brings a considerable amount of experience as a theatre sound designer and instructor, and in this
issue he shares what he’s learned and practiced in the field in
part 1 of an in-depth primer focused on delivering quality theatre
sound. His discussion and observations, particularly the aspect
of dealing with tight budgets, likely apply to many working in live
audio, whether they’re engaged with the theatre market or not.
Becky Pell is back with another valuable contribution, offering
valuable insights into planning for the future while building a
pro audio career. She looks at both the financial side of things as
well as other aspects that can go overlooked. Even our younger
readers (and especially our younger readers!) should be sure to
consider Becky’s wise counsel.
Think you know how high a loudspeaker stand should be set?
Perhaps, but don’t miss Michael Reed’s instructive investigation
into the subject.
And as always, there’s much more. Enjoy the issue.

Keith Clark
Editor In Chief, Live Sound International/ProSoundWeb
kclark@livesoundint.com

On The Cover: Julian Marley
and band in concert at the
recent Reggae on the
Mountain festival in California.
Photo Credit: Amanda Goodrich
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PLEASE RECYCLE
YOUR OLD MIXER
RESPONSIBLY

Introducing Avantis, a new 64 channel mixer based on the 96kHz
XCVI technology from dLive and SQ. Dual Full HD touchscreens.
Huge range of I/O. dPack option for additional stadium class dLive
processing. All encased in a lightweight full metal chassis.

Step up to Avantis.

Loading Dock

PRODUCTS FRESH OFF THE TRUCK

RCF M 20X

A compact recallable mixer
with 16 remote-controlled
preamps and 11 motorized
faders, 20 analog inputs, 14
output channels, and AES/
EBU digital output. Each of
the 20 inputs has a 12 dB/
octave high-pass filter, noise gate, compressor/
de-esser (channels 1-16 only), 4-band parametric
EQ, delay line, and channel presets with copy and
paste utilities; the source can be selected between the analog input, USB audio interface, or SD
card player into different insert points. A stereo
30-band graphic EQ is available on the Main outputs, while on all outputs, the 8-band parametric
EQ can be configured in various operating modes.
Eight user keys with programming options are
always available and offers control of scene selection, play/record transport, tap tempo, and more.
Four layers of fader assignments provide access
to input channels 1-10 and 11-20, and to FX returns
and outputs. The mixer can be monitored at any
time via the Cue bus, which offers a real-time
analyzer (RTA) and output via headphones. Two
USB host ports are included on the top panel, and
an integrated SD card multitrack engine offers
a maximum of 20 simultaneous tracks at 24-bit,
48 kHz. Remote control is available with the M20
MixRemote, a dedicated app developed for both
iOS and Android. rcf.it

DiGiCo Chilli 6

The first “flavor” in the company’s Spice Rack
processor collection for Quantum 7 is a 6-band
dynamic multiband compressor/expander. Comprising a 4-band, 4th-order frequency splitter
with adjustable crossover and slope control plus
two independent fourth-order parametric EQ
bands, the new
processing can
be inserted on
any channel type
in any position.
Controlled from
the console’s Master screen and its worksurface controls, Chilli 6’s two floating bands allow
complete, detailed control of envelope shaping
for definable frequency bands. The compressor/
expander’s Range control restricts maximum gain
change between -24 dB and +18dB, and a Dyn
Angle control determines level at which maximum
gain change occurs. digico.biz
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Waves Audio eMotion LV1 Proton

A 16-channel live mix system that includes the eMotion LV1 16-channel
live software mixer, SoundStudio STG1608 SoundGrid-compatible stage box,
SoundGrid Proton server, Axis Proton
Waves-optimized computer, 24-inch Dell
touchscreen, 1U rack shelf, 8-port network
switch and network cables, as well as
three plugins specifically designed and
optimized for live sound: eMo F2 Filter,
eMo D5 Dynamics and eMo Q4 Equalizer.
Each channel of the mixer has a plugin
rack that can host up to eight SoundGrid-compatible plugins for real-time processing. The stage box supplies 16
mic/line inputs with high-end preamps that can be controlled directly from
the mixer. waves.com

Lectrosonics Venue 2-941

A Digital Hybrid Wireless multi-channel receiver system operating in the
recently expanded 941–960 MHz frequency band for use in the U.S. Other than
tuning range, this version of the Venue 2 receiver is functionally identical to
the wideband UHF versions available since 2016. The new system consists
of the VRM2-941 host frame assembly and the VRT2-941 receiver modules.
The Venue 2-941 can host
up to six channels in 1RU
and offers an Ethernet
connection for programming and monitoring via
Wireless Designer software
on a PC or Mac computer.
The Venue 2-941 receiver is
compatible with previously introduced transmitters in the 941–960 MHz band,
including the SMV-941 and SMQV-941 miniature beltpack transmitters, HMa941 plug-on transmitter, and HHa-941 handheld transmitter. All transmitter
models in this band offer 50 and 100 mW RF power settings. lectrosonics.com

QSC CX-Q Series

Four-channel power amplifiers with the native network transport, control and
monitoring capabilities of the Q-SYS Ecosystem. As with all Q-SYS amplifiers, they have drag-and-drop design integration as well as telemetry and
monitoring through Q-SYS Reflect Enterprise Manager when used with QSC
loudspeakers. The class-D hybrid
powertrain design is built upon the
PL380 PowerLight platform. Also
onboard are proprietary FlexAmp and FAST (Flexible Summing
Amplifier Technology) designed to
deliver more fluid power distribution options in a single amplifier.
“Qn” models offer only network
audio inputs to reduce system cost when additional inputs are unnecessary.
In addition, all models are capable of low-Z, 70- and 100-volt direct drive.
Eight-channel models of the series will be available later this year. qsc.com

www.ProSoundWeb.com

Firenze-KH7 state-of-the-art touring system | k-array.com

Perfect for live sound and touring, the Firenze-KH7 is an electronic beam steerable,
self-powered straight hang line array with 4 x 12” coaxial drivers with rotatable horns
that can be flown vertically or horizontally. A system of 8 KH7 per side was recently used
for Rome’s Primo Maggio festival which had over 50,000 people in attendance.

LOADING DOCK
Audio Precision APx500 Flex

RME SteadyClock FS

The latest version of the company’s SteadyClock
technology that offers synchronization and jitter
suppression in digital audio signals. The femtosecond clock lowers self-jitter by improving its
second, analog PLL circuit and referencing both
Direct Digital Synthesis and PLL to a low-phase
noise quartz crystal. SteadyClock FS offers a few
improvements in the latest FS version, including
more efficient filtering and a design based on a
low jitter reference clock. RME’s recently released
ADI-2 DAC converter is the company’s first product
with SteadyClock FS. It’s a 2-in/4-out AD/DA converter that can be used as a USB audio interface, a
double headphone amplifier, an AD/DA front end,
a headphone amp for iOS devices, a multi-format
converter (AES, SPDIF, ADAT) with monitoring function, a DSD record and playback solution, and an
AD/DA frontend for audio measurement up to 768
kHz sample rate. rme-audio.com, synthax.com

Allen & Heath Avantis

A 96 kHz digital console and the third platform
to be based on the company’s XCVI FPGA engine.
It’s equipped with 64 channels, 42 configurable
buses, twin 15.6-inch touchscreens, I/O options,
and processing from the company’s dLive mix
system. Encased in an alloy shell and tubular
frame, the control surface is centered on the two
1080p HD touchscreens and their corresponding
rotary controls. Also onboard are 16 DCA groups
(with spill functionality) and eight mute groups.
Automatic Mic Mixing (AMM) of up to 64 microphone sources can be distributed to 1, 2 or 4
zones, and it’s capable of running in classic gain
sharing mode or optionally as a NOM (number of
open mics) algorithm. Avantis can be paired with
the 48-input/16-output GX4816 expander and is
also compatible with Allen & Heath’s range of ME
personal mixers and IP hardware remote controllers. Dimensions are 36.1 x 24.7 x 10.6 inches,
with weight just over 57 pounds. allen-heath.com,
americanmusicandsound.com
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The company’s APx500 measurement software
operating independently of an AP hardware analyzer, with licensing controlled by an APx500 Flex
Key. In lieu of a purpose-built analyzer, Flex can
be paired with ASIO-capable third-party audio
interfaces to create a solution for a variety of
acoustic and electrical test applications. APx500
Flex is being introduced in conjunction with the
release of APx500 software v5.0.2, which provides improved ASIO support,
including the calibration of inputs and outputs in V, Pa, and FS, automatic or
manual delay compensation for compliant ASIO interfaces, and support for
generator trigger, and acoustic and impedance measurements. ap.com

Tectonic Audio Labs DML500 & LS118

The DML500 is the latest addition to the company’s Distributed Mode Loudspeaker line that’s outfitted with Bending Wave
Technology designed to provide diffuse loudspeaker
behavior that generates 165-degree dispersion coverage and high-quality performance in the reverberant
audio field. In addition, it’s lighter, slimmer and lower
in cost than other models in the line. The LS-118 is
a passive subwoofer incorporating a front-loaded
single 18-inch woofer with a bent bass flex port. It can be ground stacked or
hung in multiples of two, three or four units. tectonicaudiolabs.com

Lab Gruppen PDX3000

A power amplifier stated to deliver 2 x
1,500 watts of class D power joined by a
DSP feature set for loudspeaker processing. DSP functions include crossover,
delay, 8-band parametric EQ, limiter and 2-band dynamic EQ. Monitoring and
control is provided through USB connection and PDX Controller software as
well as a front panel user interface. The PDX3000 is equipped with balanced
XLR and TRS input connectors and SpeakOn output connectors. Power
management is designed to assure power output under all conditions while
circuit protection is intended to guard against short circuits, DC and thermal
overload. A front panel locking feature protects against accidental setting
changes. The PDX3000 will be joined by the PDX2000 (2 x 1,000 watts) in the
near future. labgruppen.com

JBL EON ONE Compact

A portable PA “all-in-one” system with Bluetooth that’s
powered by a swappable, rechargeable battery stated to
last up to 12 hours. Additional batteries and an external battery charger will be available separately after
launch. Weight is less than 18 pounds, and there’s a
carrying handle onboard. The onboard 4-channel mixer
is equipped with dbx EQ and Lexicon effects. The loudspeaker’s 8-inch woofer and 1-inch tweeter are stated to
produce up to 112 dB SPL of output from 37.5 Hz to 20 kHz. An integrated pole
mount allows the system to be elevated for improved performance in PA applications. Also included are a variety of inputs for microphones, instruments
and more. A mobile app for Android and iOS provides control. jblpro.com
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Affordability. Expandability.
From:

$46,500.00

0% Finance
Available
Limited time only
Please contact Group One Ltd.
Tel: 631-396-0195

Dante

Automatic Mic Mixing

Waves

Maximum connectivity
at exceptional value

72 Input Channels (expandable to 96)
36 Aux / Sub-Group Busses (expandable to 48)
LR/LCR Master Buss

A compact, affordable, multi-application digital console

12 x 8 Full Processing Matrix

benefiting from built in UBMADI, dual DMI Slots, dual

119 Dynamic Equalizers / Multi-band Compressors

MADI, Optocore Option and Local I/O. And now available

12 Digitial FX

with 96 Channels.

48/96 kHz Sample Rate

www.DiGiCo.biz
Exclusive US Distribution: Group One Ltd. Tel: 631-396-0195

Viewpoints

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (OR NOT)?
Who really owns
your console
show file?
by Michael Lawrence
& Jim Yakabuski
Our topic this time is a bit more nuanced
and complex than usual. The idea centers
around the intellectual property of console
show files. Are they the property of the
sound engineer who created them or the
artist management they created them for?
Jim Yakabuski: I’ve been asked a few
times in my career to provide the production or tour manager with a recent copy
of my console show file. I used to just do
it, but I got to thinking about when and
how that show file could be used, and to
whose benefit. I’m happy to email it to
an audio provider for a one-off or small
international tour so they can pre-load
it into my console of choice and check
my signal paths and inserts. This benefits me, the artist and the audio provider
as it helps us all know we’ll show up to
the show and everything will work as
expected.
But what if the management team
wants an engineer to hand over a show
file so they can “keep a copy on file”? I
can understand them wanting this in case
someone goes AWOL or unceremoniously
quits right after sound check, erasing the
memory on the console and putting the
show in a precarious place.
But what if you’re all set to go out on
another leg of a tour, or there’s a private
show coming up, and in both cases you’re
not invited back? And what if you find
that you weren’t invited to the dance
because there’s a more “budget friendly”
engineer who could push faders using
your hard-earned show file as a starting
point? I say, “that’s not cool.”
12
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What’s the big deal? Many production managers, especially those who are
new, can get uppity about the nice salary
you’re making because of your relationship and fine work in the past with said
artist/band. They see that their budget is
stretched and think they can save money
by cutting you (and your salary) out of
the picture in order to replace you with
a buddy who “mixes great” – and for half
the price.
This replacement can come in next
week and start, and even though there’s
no rehearsal time, the PM has a copy of
your show file that he “hijacked” so the
new person has a nice starting point. You
get the point.
The question is one of intellectual property, I think. If an engineer employed
by DuPont creates a life-changing new
sealant, he/she probably doesn’t get to

NOVEMBER 2019

own the patent. (The engineer would
be lucky to get a small bonus while the
company makes millions of dollars off
the invention.)
So is our created show file, created after
weeks (or months or years) of rehearsals
and shows – and with all of our intellectual knowledge and experience of 30-plus
years – our property or the property of
the band?
Michael Lawrence: I can see the problem. I think there are a couple of angles
here. First, there are the issues of courtesy and ethics. I would also say that a
show file does not a good engineer make.
If management believes that the show
file is all that’s required to get a good
mix, they’re sorely mistaken. This could
certainly apply to system tuning /DSP
settings as well for a system tech.
www.ProSoundWeb.com

THE MOST POWERFUL HDL ARRAY EVER

NOW IN 4K!
HDL 50-A 4K
ACTIVE THREE-WAY LINE ARRAY MODULE
RCF leads the way delivering high-deﬁnition sound in lightweight,
large format line array modules. The HDL 50-A 4K is an ultra highpowered update to the iconic 50-A, now supercharged with 8,000W
peak power (4.0kW RMS) for 143 dB max sound pressure level and
improved transient response. Speaker design is also highly advanced
with neodymium transducers symmetrically housed in a durable,
easy-to-rig enclosure. Learn more at www.RCF-USA.com.
Networked
Management

FiRPHASE
Technology

#ExperienceRCF
Check with your authorized RCF dealer for details. #RCFUSA #RCFaudio
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JY: Bingo! The issue starts right there.
I’m not saying there are many managers (TMs, PMs, band management) that
believe you can just throw a less-seasoned engineer on a console that’s been
spun up by a more seasoned person and
they’ll be brilliant in the seat. Less-skilled
engineers may even be able to keep their
heads above water for quite a while, especially if they have a great system tech
tuning the PA every day, but eventually
the house of cards will collapse. I’ve seen
it at front of house and even more often
at the monitor position, especially in the
glory days of wedge mixing.
It’s the faulty notion that a salary
can be cut in half and the qualified mix
engineer replaced with someone who’s
not that great simply by using the predecessor’s show file. If it’s a personality
problem or the artist has just lost faith
in the engineer, that’s one thing, but a
new person in the seat should start with a
fresh slate and some rehearsal time (even
if it’s just a long sound check), and from
there, sink or swim on their own.
14
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I’ve taken over mixing FOH (and monitors as well) from someone else a handful
of times. Each time, I tried to get my hands
on a multitrack show recording, then found
the console I’d be working with in my local
market and spent hours with headphones
on until I built my best mix. You won’t find
many top engineers who would step into
a new role as a replacement engineer and
use the previous person’s file. As we like to
jokingly say, “Why would I do that…they
got rid of that person!”
It’s different if you’re just filling in
for someone. Completely different. You
want the transition to be seamless and
invisible, so I’d happily start with what
the person left me with.
ML: When I first started thinking about
this, I thought of the example of an artist
who creates work while under contract
for a major animation company – a lot
of those companies own your creative
output while you’re under contract with
them. And I was thinking that might
apply here.

NOVEMBER 2019

However, after further consideration,
that’s not the same situation, and not just
because in the animator’s case, that’s an
explicit contract clause: The animator is
hired to provide a product. We (sound
engineers) are hired to provide a service.
It was considering this from the point
of view of a system tech that clarified it
for me: would it make sense for a tour to
demand Smaart traces? I would say no.
The system tech’s job is to use his/her
knowledge to come up with that data and
implement it. So they’re not paid to provide Smaart data, they’re paid to provide a
tuned PA. In this context, the files needed
to get there are part of the internal process
of the engineer and not the result itself.
And I think you could successfully argue
the same thing for mix engineers – you’re
not hired to create a show file (a product), you’re hired to mix (a service). I think
that’s a fair line of reasoning.
JY: This is indeed an interesting conversation. What legal precedent exactly says
about this, I’m interested to hear, but I
www.ProSoundWeb.com

THERE’S A LOT TO LIKE ABOUT THE

AP62 PERFORMANCE WIRELESS SERIES
Start with a dual channel system housed within a durable metal single rack mount receiver
that packs 64 MHz of frequency bandwidth. Next move to the true diversity antenna system
with 450’ of operating range and up to 24 channels of simultaneous use. Finally, consider
the fact that the built in antenna combiner allows the ability to operate up to 8 channels of
wireless on one single rack mountable antenna distribution system (Audix ADS48). A single
receiver model (AP61) is also available. Now that’s a lot to like.

audixusa.com | 800.966.8261

A SOUND DECISION

VIEWPOINTS
know as an engineer who creates a musical sounding mix out of fader and knob
parameter adjustments on a console, I
feel pretty strongly that the show file
and the “intellectual property” that can
be copied to a USB stick is mine to keep,
give away or share.
In the spirit of cooperative business
practices, the “ownership” of this data
should be looked at on a situational basis.
For example, if I’ve asked a colleague to
step in and fill in at FOH for a few shows
because of a conflict in scheduling or a
family emergency, I always offer to give
them a copy of my show file. This helps to
smooth the transition and helps ensure
that the next show is as seamless as possible, and the artist feels the least amount
of effect from my absence.
If I were unceremoniously fired or
relieved of my duties for whatever reason,
and a new engineer came in to take over,
I would certainly not willingly offer my
hard work to them carte blanche. I would
feel even less likely to hand my show file
over if it was demanded that I do so.
Further, if I were to quit working for
an artist because of personality issues or
conflicts with management or the artist,
I would also not want to pass along my
show file. So my feelings on this seem to
be mostly wrapped up in what type of
relationship parameters are happening.
Is it a good split or a bad split?
I don’t believe that a manager or artist
has the right to demand that you surrender
a show file no matter the situation. If they
kindly ask for it and explain that it will
help the artist to have a successful next
show, I can see how in good integrity you
may want to help out, especially if some
kind of severance pay was being offered.
A follow-up thought: I’ve known engineers who, when mandated to “hand over
the goods,” will create all kinds of chaos
in the show file, so that the next person
who loads it into the console has a nightmare of strange patching and processing
booby traps meant to cause nothing but
problems. In other words, careful what
you wish for!
ML: Excellent points, and I agree – this is
an ethical/moral/professional issue, and
16
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An Attorney Weighs In…
As we explored the professional and ethical aspects of this issue, we became
increasingly curious about the legal aspects as well. We reached out to intellectual property expert Todd J Braverman, an attorney with the international legal
firm Pearl Cohen, and he graciously talked us through the relevant points of
console show file IP.
“Unless it’s a ‘work for hire’ agreement, where the employer owns works created within the scope of employment, the mixing engineer is hired as an ‘independent contractor,’ e.g., like a wedding photographer, with the tour. The engineer
is hired to provide a professional service, not information, and owns the work
(‘show file’) created. The file itself is part of the engineer’s artistic process, and
not something the tour management could compel the engineer to surrender.”
The authors thank Mr. Braverman for his time and counsel, and he can be
reached at TBraverman@pearlcohen.com. LSI

so a legal “solution” might not be a proper
and fitting resolution. As you point out,
it’s very situation dependent, something
that laws are not good at.
I also think there’s a distinction to be
drawn here – there’s an install company up
in my neck of the woods that will lock down
the DSPs that are installed in venues, and
the company refuses to give out the passcode, even to the people who paid for and
bought the equipment. This is a different
case entirely, in my opinion, because it’s
sort of holding the owner’s gear hostage.
We can all understand not wanting
someone unqualified having access to
a system’s DSP – but if customers buy
it from you, it’s theirs and it’s not right
to not allow them to operate their own
equipment as they see fit. I think this is
the difference between selling a product
and selling a service.
JY: This sidebar about purchasing a system
and the seller locking out the owner “for
their own good” is another interesting
thread in the benefits and rights of ownership – and again, it’s a scenario that might
be flexible depending on the situation.
If the venue that purchased the equipment had very little experience operating
the gear, then the lockout very well may
be in their best interest, but if there’s a
technical director or production person
on staff with enough background knowledge to be able to make small tweaks to
the system and troubleshoot problems, I
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would say that the install company locking them out is totally unfair and bad
business practices.
This circles back again to show file
“ownership.” If you create a show file
that works great for the artist, but then
management (and perhaps the artist)
believes they can fix their bottom line by
hiring someone else who is going to start
with that file, then I think we have a problem. If you]re being paid as a consultant
only, someone who spins up a great mix
and then passes it on to another person
who will operate on the tour, that’s one
thing, but to send an experienced engineer packing after creating a very nice bit
of “console magic” with the assumption
that this person’s hard work is now their
property is not at all cool.
Again, each scenario and request for
my show files comes from a different
angle, so I feel engineers should be able
to weigh each request and do what they
think is best. LSI
Jim Yakabuski has spent more than 35
years as a live sound engineer, working with
artists such Van Halen, Journey, Avril Lavigne, Peter Frampton, and many others. He’s
also the author of “Professional Sound Reinforcement Techniques,” available via Amazon. Michael Lawrence is an independent
front of house engineer and system tech, and
he’s also the technical editor of various pro
audio publications. Read more from Michael
and reach him at precisionaudioservices.com.
www.ProSoundWeb.com

Outlook

DO’S & DON’TS
A veteran A1 shares
the keys to success for
aspiring A2s.
by Karl Winkler

J

oe Dougherty is one of my oldest friends in the pro
audio business – we first worked together in the mid1990s while serving in the U.S. Air Force as sound
technicians for the Airmen of Note big band jazz ensemble. We
covered tens of thousands of miles together, working together
on hundreds of gigs with their associated load-ins, setups and
teardowns.
Across all those road miles, we were able to share our philosophies of sound, logistics, and people in general. It was a great
learning experience!
Recently, Joe brought up an interesting idea, so interesting,
in fact, that I’m sharing it here with you: what every aspiring
A2 working in the world of corporate audio should know. Let’s
start with this story from Joe, who currently works as an A1,
primarily in the Las Vegas market:
“Sometimes the client may have her own very strong opinion
about where her lavalier microphone and beltpack transmitter
should be placed, but it’s up to the A2 to set the standard necessary for optimum audio success. But wait a minute – there
18
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are the usual concerns from the video crew, and this event is
being broadcast live. No cables can show and further, the client
is wearing a low-cut evening gown.
“Now’s the time to bring on the diplomacy and negotiate what
can be a very tricky personal space issue in resolving where to
locate the mic and its transmitter. This is where a quick sense of
humor comes into play while still understanding the thinking
and viewpoint of your corporate clientele.
“I faced this very situation – a powerful CEO wearing a lowcut gown with the event being broadcast live. We talked over the
dilemma at rehearsal, eventually negotiating a well-hidden spot
on her thigh where I’d attach the transmitter with an elastic strap.
Right before the event went live, she walked up to me and
said, ‘Are you ready to feel me up again? It was the highlight of
my day.’ I immediately replied, ‘Just so you know – downtown
that costs $50,’ to which she shot back, ‘I’ve only got a hundred
(dollar bill) but I’d definitely on again for this tomorrow!’

A2s hold an enormous amount of
responsibility in their hands, and
they must handle the pressure
with nothing less than calm
professionalism
“This sort of banter – remember, be discrete and sensitive –
can help take the client’s mind off of something which can be
embarrassing at the least to completely terrifying.” That lesson
colorfully learned, let’s move on to additional “do’s” from Joe
for the successful A2.
www.ProSoundWeb.com
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OUTLOOK

1. Be confident in your approach when miking clients; consistency is paramount for the success of the A1.
2. Be meticulous with labeling. If someone is assisting you,
and/or you end up pulled into a different area of the job, make
sure that anyone else can easily figure out what you’ve done.
3. Have water, mints and/or gum available. I knew an older
rock ‘n’ roll stage tech who always had a small bucket of candy
in his work area – Elton John would come by every night for a
piece of butterscotch candy.
4. Be considerate both as a technician and a co-worker. This
may not be reciprocated. Do it anyway.
5. Always carry the spare handheld transmitter in your pocket
and make sure the “spare spare” is in the stage manager’s pocket
– and make sure the A1 knows which is which.
6. Always be up to speed with the various brands of equipment
you’re working with. Each wireless system brand, for instance,
has its little idiosyncrasies. We don’t bring up wireless systems
randomly; particularly with all of the still-ongoing changes with
the frequency spectrum, it seems to be the aspect presenting
the most challenges at present.
Cautionary tale: you’re working at an event, and after scanning
and fastidiously programming wireless system frequencies and
setting transmission power to the appropriate parameters relative
to propagation distance, some cowboy who works for the hotel
will up the output of his wireless mics and overdrive his transmitter inputs with his little mixer because he doesn’t understand
the input sensitivity level anomalies between the mixer and the
ceiling loudspeaker amplifiers. And this will step all over your
work – be ready for this kind of problem and roll with it.
20
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Now let’s move on to Joe’s top “don’ts” for the successful A2:
1. Don’t be that A2. Understand that our actions can impact
others, and again, wireless systems are definitely one of the
areas to watch for in particular.
2. Don’t dress unprofessionally and don’t neglect personal
hygiene – both of these things can negatively affect interactions
with clients. We want them to feel confident in our abilities, and
these simple things provide some non-verbal ways to accomplish it – or not.
3. Never lose our cool under any circumstances, and further,
never project a less-than-positive attitude. Sure, things go
wrong, sometimes clueless folks are in charge, and the aforementioned cowboy in the room next door blows away your
frequency coordination. Take it in stride and then tell the story
later at the bar.
4. Do not let pride or embarrassment get in the way of fixing
something. Sometimes it’s simply an apology that’s needed,
and sometimes it’s finding a way to fix a dangly earring that’s
knocking against a headworn mic element and about to cause
everyone to hear a distracting noise for the next 90 minutes.
(Ask me how I know…)
5. Don’t allow a dead battery to cost your job – check early
and check often.
6. This is paramount: don’t let the temptation of the coffee
from the green room cause a problem for your employment.
The same goes for the sushi and open bar on gala night – it’s a
matter of professionalism.

MORAL OF THE STORY

Joe wrapped up his conversation with me with some additional
perspective:
“As a practicing corporate A1, it’s my considered opinion that
the corporate A2 has one of the most critical and sometimes
underrated positions on any in production. In today’s professional
climate, a corporate A2 must be adept at many skills, from RF
and comm management to miking a rock band, and much more.
“You may be striking the lecterns and presenter playback
inputs more than one time each day as well as setting for up for
a dance band later that evening and then for a jazz trio next.
Changeover time was never considered in the initial labor-billing
estimate and yet somehow it becomes your problem.
“Then there are the times you’ll be the last person presenters
sees before they hit the stage to face more people than most of
us feel comfortable speaking in front of, so it’s vital to exude a
calming effect. To put it bluntly, A2s hold an enormous amount
of responsibility in their hands, and they must handle the pressure with nothing less than calm professionalism.
“As we used to say in the air force: ‘We, the willing, led by
the unknowing, have done so much with so little for so long
that we’re now qualified to do anything with nothing.’ And
remember: your A1 is counting on it.” LSI
Karl Winkler serves as vice president of sales/service at Lectrosonics and has worked in professional audio for more than 25 years.
www.ProSoundWeb.com
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traditional sound systems.
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King Gillette Ranch in the Santa Monica Mountains above Los Angeles was the setting for this year’s Reggae on the Mountain festival.

AUDIO ON THE EDGE
Pushing the
limits at Reggae
on the Mountain.
by Gregory A. DeTogne

Reggae on the Mountain is a festival that
has grown steadily, evolving to a point
in mid-August of this year when it drew
5,000-plus fans of the Jamaican-bred
music to its new location above Los
Angeles at the King Gillette Ranch in the
Santa Monica Mountains. Nestled into
the lower reaches of the Las Virgenes
Valley and offering unspoiled views of
broad meadows and low ridgelines, the
event spread 25 acts over the course
22
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of its two-day weekend run, including
headliners Steel Pulse, Julian Marley,
and Matisyahu.
Like virtually any festival, this, the
10th anniversary edition of Reggae on the
Mountain (ROTM), was one challenged
by time and logistics. With a shifting
stream of activity revolving around its
main Mountain Stage – a mobile 40 x
40-foot Stageline SL320 brought in by
Van Nuys, CA-based Kilroy’s Lighting and
Production, which handled all technical
matters from power to sound and lights
– the event was marked by fast-paced
turnovers and sparse moments for guest
engineers to prepare beyond whatever
could be accomplished in the span of a
line check.
According to Kilroy’s technical producer
Matt Smyrnos, another major produc-
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tion issue centered around the festival’s
expanded size this year. “Changing venues
changed everything,” he says, referring
to ROTM’s move from further down the
hill at the Topanga Community Center up
to the higher altitudes and bigger spaces
offered at King Gillette Ranch. “It was like
the difference between the Little League
and the big leagues – at least four times
larger than in the past.”

Not The First Rodeo
In the most basic of audio terms, adequately addressing ROTM’s growing pains
meant dealing with a significantly larger
area of coverage and bringing in additional
loudspeakers. To that end, an inventory
of dBTechnologies VIO components supplied by MixOne Sound in Orange, CA was
enlisted to handle the task.
The main left-right arrays flown at
ROTM’s Mountain Stage were each comwww.ProSoundWeb.com
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Mountain Stage arrays used a dozen
dBTechnologies VIO L212 enclosures per side.

Deployed in a cardioid array, 27 VIO S218 subs served as the low frequency foundation of
the two-day event.

prised of a dozen VIO L212 line array
modules. Deployed in a cardioid array
along the front of the stage, 27 VIO S218
subwoofers provided extended low frequency response.
On stage, a combination of dBTechnologies DVX DM12 TH and DVX DM15
TH floor monitors served performing
musicians, with side fills complementing
the monitor blueprint in the form of a
single VIO S218 sub topped by a pair of
VIO L210 cabinets at both stage right
and left. Front fill duties were delegated
to full-range VIO X10 two-way systems
mounted in strategic downstage locations
just in front of the floor wedges and just
behind the subs.
“The VIO and DVX enclosures aren’t
new to this festival,” Smyrnos notes.
“We’ve used them in the past with good
success, and at this event we rolled out
the L212s expressly to deal with the longer throws required of the bigger space.
At 600 feet these boxes sounded remarkable, we had no need for delays.
“Setup was about as painless as any
setup can be,” he continues, “and while
some are reluctant to place self-powered
boxes like these in full Southern California summer sunshine with the air
temperature hovering over 90 degrees,
we did it – and have done it before – without any problems. They can take the heat
without succumbing to any disruptive

power issues. We had a lot of heavy hitter, ‘A-List’ engineers at this event, so
the last thing we wanted was to provide
gear that wouldn’t survive any kind of
demand asked of it.”
Among the local crew at the festival,
house mixing chores were divided as
needed among a group including Don
Bish of DTK Entertainment and Jason
Reminger. Chris Malmgren served as
systems engineer and was a vital force
when it came to configuring the arrays
and tuning the system. Using dBTech-

www.ProSoundWeb.com
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nologies Aurora Net software, he monitored and controlled the PA in real-time
throughout the event.
In the interest of keeping things accessible to all who passed through over the
course of the busy schedule, the input
scheme was kept bulletproof simple,
with elements provided selected for
reliability and widespread acceptance.
Wireless was used extensively, with
vocals being delegated to Shure UR4D+
systems using handheld transmitters
equipped with SM58 capsules.

Sunday’s headliner Matisyahu takes the stage, with Tony Cooper on the mix.

NOVEMBER 2019
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Talent kept tabs on their performances with the aid of DVX DM12 TH and DVX DM15 TH floor monitors.

Sunday’s headliner was Matthew Paul
Miller, better known by his Hebrew and
stage name, Matisyahu. At once a singer,
rapper, beatboxer, and alt rocker, at ROTM
the genre-jumping musician relied upon
mix engineer Tony Cooper to translate
what was happening onstage to the house.
Having just done a show the previous
night at the Red Rocks Amphitheatre
near Morrison, CO, Matisyahu and his
supporting crew members made their stop
at ROTM the last of a three-month tour.
“Matisyahu’s show is incredibly
dynamic and captivating,” Cooper says.
“The level of musicianship surrounding
him is high. They are more like a jam
band or jazz musicians in that no show
is ever the same. By the time we got to
ROTM, 50 percent of the show was pure
improvisation. Part of the excitement of
being a guest engineer at festivals is the
fast pace and the fact that anything can
happen and probably will.
24
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“When I stepped up to the Avid Profile in the house, I looked up and in all
honesty I had never seen a PA like that
before. I barely paid any attention, how-

ever, as I glanced around some more and
saw a couple of familiar faces teching the
rig, including Chris Malmgren, and felt
like I was in good shape. Without the
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Setting The Pace

Shure UR4D+ wireless transmitter topped by an SM58 capsule capturing Hirie’s vocals at ROTM.
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luxury of a sound check my main focus
was how I was going to come up with a
pleasing mix right away.”
With little time to think about configuring the Profile console in front of him
either beyond calling upon a Waves SSL
channel strip plugin and some API compression, Cooper moved quickly past his
line check and started the first set with
most of his faders halfway down and the
vocals two-thirds of the way up. Making
little tweaks and adjustments from there,
he continued to dial the rig in during the
show’s opening moments.
“In a festival situation like this where
you’re not carrying your own PA, it’s like
getting into a new car,” he says. “Once you
get behind the wheel, you have no idea
how it’s going to run until you start driving it. At some point when the situation
safely warrants it, it’s my belief that you
have to take that car to the edge, find its
maximum speed.
“When I’m using a PA I’m not familiar
with the same thing applies. I’ll push it
to its limits just so I can find my own.
That way I can take the opportunity of
a dynamic build or powerful moment
onstage and really push it, and I’ll always
know exactly where I am.”

portion of this year’s gate went to charitable organizations, including Woolsey Fire
victims. Along with the move to the new
location, the festival extended its hours
and added activities such as silent disco,
a yoga stage, and wellness lounge, plus a
second stage also equipped with VIO L210
arrays and VIO S318 subwoofers.
“Each year just keeps getting better,” Smyrnos adds on a closing note.
“Everything about it from the weather

to the crowd, and the lush greenery of
the mountains. As audio professionals,
we’ll continue to hold up our end of the
bargain. After all, without the sound of
music floating through these hills, it
would be a lot harder to bring all these
people together.” LSI
Gregory A. DeTogne is a writer and editor
who has served the pro audio industry over
the past 36 years.

On The Radar
As the show progressed and the darkness of the mountain night enveloped the
stage and crowd, Cooper kept pushing,
taking aim at building a full, rich low-end,
clean high-end, and mid definition.
“The rig responded to what I asked
of it well, and the subs were absolutely
crushing,” he states. “After the show I
started asking Chris questions about
it and he told me it was self-powered. I
didn’t believe it, but it was true. Everything about this festival was enjoyable.
This PA totally blindsided me, nothing
I experienced was on my radar before.
Now I’d be glad to do it all again, even
put these boxes on my rider in virtually
any mid-to-large situation.”
ROTM prides itself on being a community event, but given the level of the talent
and the growing numbers of the fans that
attend, it’s clearly more. For example, a
www.ProSoundWeb.com
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Reality Check

RELATABLE SITUATIONS
When mixing
with monitors
is similar to
fighting fire.
by Ales Stefancic

V

o l u n t e e r f i re f i g h t i n g i s a
long-lasting and proud tradition
in my country – more than 5 percent of the entire population of Slovenia
actively contributes to this phenomenon, and I’m no exception. In addition to
working as a sound engineer, I’ve been an
active service member of a local firefighting company for more than two decades.
Now, before you immediately jump to
imagining burning buildings and kitten
rescues, the reality is slightly less glamorous. Small companies like ours deal
mainly with minor incidents and provide
support for larger scale situations. But
I’ve had enough training in both fields to
find interesting comparisons between the
two, especially when it comes to working
with live sound, and monitor engineering
in particular.

THE PREPARATION

This one is true for most professions, but
firefighters are notorious for training sessions and practicing drills. One aspect
is getting ourselves in the appropriate
mental and physical states to allow us
to act almost instinctively, reacting to an
automated script, so there’s no wasted
effort and reaction time is reduced to the
lowest possible amount.
Another aspect of firefighting is being
sure to get “up close and personal” with all
of the gear, and this is a trademark of great
sound engineers as well. Investigating and
truly understanding the gear we utilize on
a regular basis – for example, comparing
microphone sounds, learning the opera26
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tional principles of consoles, and so on
– basically trains our minds and ears to
be able to make fast and informed choices
when working at events. This includes creating workflow checklists, gear lists, and
other documents that help us perform
with greater speed and reliability.

THE CHAOS

I was at a training session to become a fire
company commander when an instructor
told us to “be ready for the chaos.” Whenever we get on the scene of an incident,
there’s a period of time where we’re faced
with utter chaos. Entering a complicated
situation with no real information while
all eyes are on us, waiting for commands
– the pressure is on. The advice we were
given: first, get all possible relevant information before issuing any orders, then go
at it one step at a time while always keep
thinking two steps ahead.
Admittedly, the pressure and the stakes
are not the same between firefighting and
working with live sound. But I get the
same feeling of chaos every time I’m doing
monitors and a band walks on stage without a sound check. All eyes are on me to
provide a workable environment in almost
zero time. Combining all of the inputs with
all of the monitor lines for performers can
be a true definition of chaos that must be
untangled as quickly as possible.
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The necessary traits of firefighting
commanders and sound engineers are
similar – they both turn the chaos into
a working environment in the shortest
amount of time possible. As for issuing
commands while doing monitors, I’ve
found that engineers that take control
of the sound check and guide the artist
through it with calmness, clarity and precision are the ones that are most efficient
(and most revered) in the industry.

THE PSYCHOLOGY

When there’s chaos and uncertainty present in any environment, we tend to look
for signs of reassurance and stability. I’ve
seen this on literally every call we went on
as a part of a firefighting team. In those
moments, people are going through a
personal crisis, and having figures present
that seem to know what they’re doing –
with resolve and systematic calmness –
instantly makes them feel better.
The same applies to the relationship a
monitor engineer has with the artist on
stage. When artists perform, they’re vulnerable. The stage can be an intimidating,
disarming place where a lot is at stake,
and artists rely on their technical teams
for psychological support more times
than they would care to admit.
When there’s an issue, the look on
an engineer’s face can either be, “OMG,
www.ProSoundWeb.com

where’s this feedback coming from?” or
“I acknowledge the problem, I’m working
on it, and you’re in good hands.” Even
when there’s no problem, just the fact
that every time band members look our
way and can immediately lock eyes with
us because we’re paying attention is
immensely more reassuring than seeing
engineers on their phones or not even
looking towards the stage.
In the audio world, we’re usually not
taught about this aspect, but it’s inherently
a huge part of the process, and as a result,
we should pay a lot of attention to it.

with other relatable occupations. I’ve
found it fascinating how similar my mind
can work during either of these activities,
which can both be extremely stressful yet
immensely satisfying when done right. I
truly believe that drawing comparisons
with seemingly unrelated passions in our
life can help us perform better and maybe
sometimes even provide surprising and
fresh solutions to complex situations. LSI

Ales Stefancic has served for more than
20 years as a front of house/monitor
engineer in addition to being a technical
director and mix engineer for the band
Siddharta. Based in Slovenia, Europe, he’s
also a musician and project studio owner.
Go to gainmedialab.com for more of his
articles and a roster of upcoming online
courses.

THE CREATIVITY
Finally, I’d like to touch upon something
that might seem a bit surprising. After
all, almost every aspect of firefighting
comes with procedures and guidelines
that have been rehearsed. Scenarios have
been prepared, executed, analyzed and
improved on many occasions.
But out in the field, these plans can
quickly get tossed away because even
with all the time and foresight that goes
into them, there are always unforeseen
circumstances that threaten to derail
things. As a result, firefighters have to
be immensely creative and responsive to
the environment, quickly assessing their
immediate surroundings to determine
the best course of action.
Running low on water? Call in another
rig, shut off a part of the waterline, use
the neighbor’s pool – whatever needs to
be done in the moment to achieve the
most important goal. I see the same
process applies to doing monitors. No
sound from the wedge? Check the cable,
change the wedge, adjust the mix in the
side fills – whatever is required to keep
the show going.
Neither of these fields offers an option
where one gets to say, “Hold on, gang –
stop everything, let’s fix it, and then we
can move on.” Solutions often need to be
provided out of thin air; the old magician
pulling a rabbit out of his hat trick. That
creativity, however, is in both cases fueled
by experience and the ability to foresee as
many possible issues as possible.
I’m certain that many of you reading
this can find parallels between our work

www.ProSoundWeb.com
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Backstage Class

PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE
Setting up wireless mics and
IEMs to work together optimally.
by Don Boomer

I

t’s a simple fact that more wireless devices in the same space
makes it more difficult to maintain reliable performance. More devices
require finding more empty space in
which to operate. And in this era of
shrinking spectrum, empty space is at a
premium and demand for wireless keeps
climbing.
In addition, every time we turn on
another transmitter, it increases the
amount of intermodulation (IMD) in the
workspace (Figure 1). Just so you don’t
have to do the math – four transmitters
deliver 24 IMD products, eight transmitters provide north of 40,000 products
and by 16 transmitters the number goes
beyond 20 trillion! It’s a complex dance
involving transmitter output power and
relative distances between them. In practice, this typically just adds up to a rise
in the noise floor.
Another consideration is that for every
1 dB increase in the power of a transmitter, the 3rd-order IM increases by
3 dB. That’s a major reason when oper-

ating multiple transmitters to
always use the minimum power
necessary.
The general rule of thumb
has always been that channels
should be assigned a frequency
at least 250 kHz away from any
Figure 2: Bandpass filtering IEM transmitters from
strong 3rd-order harmonic. The
mic receivers.
more space, the better.
Thankfully with the rise of software
between them of at least 4 MHz, but idecoordination programs, we no longer
ally much more.
need to do the heavy lifting of calcuBased on the most common blocks for
lating the intermodulation frequencies
wireless systems in the U.S., make cerourselves. I highly recommend taking
tain all mic systems can tune below 558
advantage of these programs any time
MHz and all IEMs can tune above 564
you’re using multiple wireless systems.
MHz, although other split points can be
used to match specific equipment. The
exact
frequencies used will, of course, be
AMPLE SEPARATION
determined
by the local conditions at the
The basic element of the strategy for
venue and the total number of frequenspacing wireless microphone and in-ear
cies required. (And note that this practice
monitoring systems is to operate the mics
can be flipped, with IEMs on the lower
at one end of the band and the IEMs at
end and mics on the higher end.)
the other end. Without getting overly
In addition, it’s best not to mix IEM
complicated, a best practice is to group
frequencies between mic frequencies nor
the mics together and group the IEMs
mics between IEM frequencies. If you’re
together as tightly as possible with a gap

Figure 1: IMD products generated from two transmitters in proximity.
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Figure 3: Taking advantage of any spare output of DISTRO4 to
connect a spectrum analyzer.
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dealing with you own gear, there may be
no other choice but you’re not necessarily
out of luck; however, maintaining reliable, dropout-free performance will likely
be more difficult. Whatever the case, be
sure to allow at least 4 MHz between the
mic and IEM system ends.

ADDITIONAL HELP

To further decouple the effect that IEM
transmitters place on the mic receivers, simply add the appropriate pair of
bandpass filters (BPFs) at the A and B
antennas and connect into the antenna
distribution system (Figure 2). These
filters allow the frequencies inside the
bandpass to pass through unaffected
but block RF from outside the bandpass
(namely the signals from the IEMs) from
ever getting into the mic receivers. The
result is that as far as the mic receivers
are concerned, the IEM signals don’t exist
as they will be knocked down by about
40 dB.
Why not add BPFs to the IEMs, one
might ask? The bandpass filters block RF
from entering receivers, so it would be
necessary to add a BPF to each and every
IEM beltpack. Most performers would be
greatly annoyed by the extra bulk, not
to mention the expense! Because the
transmission power from wireless mics
is typically much lower than that from
IEMs, our ears are not nearly as negatively affected by the mics as the mics
are by the IEMs.
Note that when employing a pair of (RF
Venue) DISTRO4 antenna distribution
systems, any spare output can be utilized
to connect to a spectrum analyzer to get
an exact sense of whether IEM frequencies or IMD products are impacting the
receivers (Figure 3). If you encounter
this on your scans, then the next step
is a thorough “war gaming” exercise to
root out the frequency (or multiple frequencies) causing the ingress to the mic
system. Frequency coordination software
tools are powerful but they’re no match
for on-the-ground visual spot checking
for noise entering the mic receivers.
By all means, the basic strategy presented here can be modified to be used
with any different combination of wirewww.ProSoundWeb.com

less mics and IEMs (and IFBs – interrupt
foldback systems). Certainly, there are
more advanced techniques for larger scale
projects.
Just remember to maintain a guard
band of at least 4 MHz in the middle
for good performance. And don’t forget
to position transmitting and receiving
antennas a minimum of 4 feet apart (further is better). LSI

Don Boomer is applications engineer at
RF Venue, and he’s also worked in R&D
for Peavey, Sabine and Line 6. Fun fact:
his rock band from high school days has
a song in the Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall of Fame.
By the way, for more details be sure to
download “Three Essential Concepts In
Wireless Audio,” a free ebook available from
rfvenue.com.

Let there be
light
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Gig School

THE END OF THE ROAD
What happens
when we come
to the end of our
touring days?
by Becky Pell

T

o spend life as a touring professional is to step out of societal
norms. No 9-to-5 here, no suits,
no commute to and from the same place
each day. We have a lot more freedom
than a more “normal” lifestyle allows,
but with great freedom comes great vulnerability: what feels like a wild, exciting
ride in our youth can morph, seemingly
without warning, into a life of insecurity, depression, poverty and loneliness
in later life.
How do we guard against such pitfalls?
How, as professional crew, can we enjoy
the best that life on the road has to offer
and still have a life off the road to return
to when the time comes? Here are some
ideas…
Put money away. It’s easy as a young
freelancer to live with an attitude of
“tomorrow never comes” – who in their
20s can truly imagine themselves a half
century later? But time sneaks up and too
many of us get to our late 40s and 50s
and realize that we haven’t been looking
after our practical interests.
So if you haven’t yet started a retirement fund, do it today. If money is tight
now, imagine yourself in the same situation when you no longer have the ability
to go out and earn more. Even if it’s just a
few dollars a week, it’s a start and it gets
you into the habit.
As a long-time freelancer, my preferred
way is to slice off 50 percent of every paid
invoice as soon as it hits my bank. Half
of that amount goes to my pension, half
goes to a savings account ready for tax
30
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time, and that generally leaves a little
over for a rainy day. If you know you’ve
been dodging the issue, I strongly recommend taking a cold hard look at your
money situation and talking to an independent financial adviser at the first
opportunity. It’s scary and uncomfortable, but not as scary and uncomfortable
as being 80 and broke.
Look after yourself. With all the
temptations of the road it’s easy to get
into the habit of too much, too often;
and even with a healthy lifestyle the long
hours and constant travel can take their
toll. Most of us have pushed through illness when we’re touring because the show
must go on, but if we get seriously ill and
can’t work, there’s no money coming in.
There are plus sides to the physicality
of touring life – most of us take a good
deal more than the recommended 10,000
steps a day – so capitalizing on that by
eating well, going easy on the booze, staying off substances and getting fresh air
and daylight when possible means we
have a better chance of a long working
life in a well-functioning body.
Develop outside interests. Road life
can be all-consuming, but the happiest
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and most balanced touring people I know
all have one thing in common: a hobby
that they love, usually something that can
come on the road with them for days off.
Photography, learning to fly airplanes,
cycling, sketching, writing, running a
podcast, learning a language, yoga –
whatever their interest(s) may be, having something other than the tour which
absorbs them seems to universally make
folks happier.
Cultivate non-touring friends. Having outside interests is a great way to
become part of a different sort of community back home and guards against
loneliness at any stage of life. And while
it’s common to feel that we don’t have
anything in common with old friends
from our pre-touring days, if there’s a
mutual liking for one another, does that
really matter?
Foster animals. Without a non-touring partner back home it’s almost impossible to have an animal share your life
on a permanent basis, which is a shame
because an animal around the house has
been shown to be great news for both
mental and physical health and preventing loneliness.
www.ProSoundWeb.com
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Fostering can be a wonderful way to
have a dog or cat in your life when you’re
home and means you do something really
good for an animal in need. Most adoption centers take on foster cares, and generally vet bills are paid, meaning that you
just supply food and love.
Have an exit strategy. Maybe you
want to continue touring for as long as
possible; maybe you want to take a long
retirement in one place after a life of travelling; maybe something totally different
appeals. Whatever the goal, it’s smart
to think about how you’d like your later
life to look.
Can a hobby turn into an income-producing skill? Would you like to take an
open university course for an entirely
unrelated job while you continue to make
income on tour? Could you be a teacher or
mentor to up and coming crew? Do you
have transferable skills that could serve
you in a different industry? Would your
experience be valuable to an equipment
manufacturer or rental company? There
are many alternative futures available.
Talk, listen and be there for each
other. There have been too many suicides
among our fellow roadcrew who have
32
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tragically found themselves in despair
at their circumstances. Touring might
be fun when things are going well, but
an all-consuming lifestyle like ours can
lead to identifying with our jobs so heavily that we don’t know who we are when
we’re no longer “that.”

Whatever the goal,
it’s smart to think
about how you’d
like your later life
to look
This, coupled with a lack of any sort
of home life after being used to the
ready-made community of the road, can
have a terrible impact. Awareness of the
issues that we might face and compassion
towards those who are struggling does
seem to be increasing, and that’s a great
thing. We’re finally moving out of a culture that pretended this problem doesn’t
exist – where we just acted like everything
was fine until it very obviously wasn’t.
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We can all help each other by being
vigilant when it comes to mental health
– both our own and that of our friends
and colleagues – by doing things such
as being observant of unusual or excessive behavour such as frequent angry
outbursts and getting drunk/high every
night and/or during the work day; asking
how someone’s doing; being available
to just listen if someone wants to talk
(and opening up that possibility to them,
because they probably won’t ask); and
reaching out to former tour mates who
you haven’t seen in a while.
All of this has the potential of making
a tiny but crucial difference to someone’s
outlook. Simply knowing that we’re not
alone can save lives, especially when we
come to the end of the road. LSI
Becky Pell is a monitor engineer with
more than two decades working with live
sound. She toured as a monitor and RF
tech with Black Crowes, Travis and Kylie
Minogue before moving behind the desk to
mix monitors for artists such as Aha, Muse,
Westlife, Anastacia and Take That. Read
more from Becky at SoundGirls.org and on
ProSoundWeb.
www.ProSoundWeb.com

Show Report

THE DEBUT OF CSU
A new training
program
providing the
essentials of
worship audio.
by LSI Staff

T

he first-ever edition of Church
Sound University (CSU), held
at Heritage Fellowship Church
in Reston, VA in mid-October, attracted
more than 150 sound techs for a new,
innovative program focused on the essentials of worship audio reinforcement.
The sold-out event, created especially
for the church sound market by the
team at ProSoundWeb and Live Sound
International, was led by faculty who
are long-time audio practitioners (most
of them extensively experienced with
worship audio) in addition to serving as
educators. Their training curriculum is
specifically tailored to address the key
essentials for tech teams to attain consistent sonic quality at every worship
service and event.
Subjects addressed in the “101” level
training include Audio & Sound Principles, Stagecraft, Microphones & Loud-
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speakers, Mixing & Streaming, and RF/
Wireless Systems Best Practices. These
subjects are presented in dedicated learning sessions as well as hands-on breakout
sessions to provide more individualized
group training – ensuring that attendees
depart with far more knowledge than
when they started. A companion workbook allows attendees to keep their new
knowledge close at hand during their next
worship services. CSU lead instructors
(pictured below center) include:
• Mike Sokol, long known for his dynamic,
effective worship tech education, most
notably as the instructor of the HOW-TO
seminars held at hundreds of churches
throughout the U.S.
• Samantha Potter, an active worship tech
educator noted for a highly relevant and
practical curriculum, and who also serves
as a sound design consultant and IT media
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supervisor for the houses of worship
market.
• James Stoffo, who’s not only worked as
the RF/wireless coordinator for some of the
largest events in the world, is also passionate about educating audio techs on wireless
system best practices.
“Having a chance to help teams out
with very specific problems and getting
to start a dialogue with my fellow audio

www.ProSoundWeb.com

CSU 2020 Schedule
Feb 22: Orange County
April 25: Dallas
May 16: Kansas City
July 18: Charlotte NC
Sept 12: Crown Point IN
Oct 10: Philadelphia
The specific host church at each
location to be announced well in
advance of each date. LSI

people proved incredibly rewarding,”
Potter notes. “Shaking hands and looking people in the eye when you talk to
them can communicate so much. It was
an absolute blast.”
“James Stoffo did an amazing job,
as always,” she continues. “He’s such a
pleasure to work with and adds a ‘certain
zest’ that really benefits the educational
process.”

www.ProSoundWeb.com

“What a great bunch of attendees!”
Sokol adds. “I fielded non-stop questions
all day long from the crowd about many
aspects of running live sound for worship
services. We’re going to take what we
learned from this first program and ‘amp
it up’ even more for 2020.” (Speaking
of next year, six CSU events around the
U.S. have been announced – see sidebar
for specifics.)

Allen & Heath, dBTechnologies and
Sennheiser served as the primary sponsors for the event, providing gear utilized
in all sessions. Allen & Heath also supplied seven SQ Series digital mixers for
attendees to work with during the Mixing
& Streaming sessions headed by Potter.
For more information about the program and schedule, be sure to go to
churchsoundu.com. LSI
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LOUDSPEAKERS ON STANDS
How high should
they be?
by Michael Reed

A

nyone faced with setting up loudspeakers on stands has asked this
question: just how high up should
they be? The short answer: as high as possible. Allow me to explain.
The first concern is high-frequency
propagation loss (also known as air
loss) which is a physical phenomenon
created by humanoid absorbers and long
distances in open air. HF wavelengths are
short and an audience of people is good
at absorbing that energy.
However, this is less than ideal for the
Figure 1
folks located in the back of the room.
The goal is to position compression driver/horn (or tweeter)
of the loudspeakers above people so that the output isn’t all
damped by the time it reaches the third row, which is common
for “vertically challenged” front fills.
While we’re on the subject, a word of warning: if the room is
overly reverberant, it may be necessary to angle the loudspeakers
downward a bit to avoid direct energy smacking the back wall.
It’s a trade-off of getting HF energy far enough back but aimed
properly for the acoustical conditions of the room.
The next concern is another law of physics called the inverse
square law, the spreading of sonic energy in space that results
in less sound pressure level (SPL) as it moves further away from
the source. Depending on the configuration, loudspeakers can
bend this rule but only over a limited range.
If there’s just a single box or a few constant curvature enclosures on stands, it’s necessary to physically arrange the loudspeakers in relation to the audience to combat the level drop rather
than arrange them in relation to other loudspeakers.
Enter a term called the distance ratio. This ratio defines the
distance from the loudspeaker(s) to the “first row of seats” or
closest seat and the same loudspeaker(s) to the “last row of seats”
or farthest seat. In terms of distance ratio, the best case in this
scenario for placement is directly overhead for a flat audience plane.
The red, blue and green dots in Figure 1 are microphone
positions that show a frequency response in the bottom right
of the graphic and represent the first row and last row (as we’ll
see later). The variation in evidence here is due to axial loss.
If the seating is on a slope, a flown speaker that is perpendicular to the audience will have the same relative effect as above
36
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(Figure 2). When loudspeakers are on stands, they end up
closer to one part of the audience than the configuration above
due to triangulation. There are two (actually three) options: 1)
decrease the distance ratio by raising the stand, or 2) decrease
the distance ratio by moving the loudspeaker away from the
audience, or 3) both.
The lower the distance ratio, the less drop (variation) there
will be in SPL from front to back. Figure 3 shows a loudspeaker
on a stand with its top at 5.8 feet (1.7 meters) off the ground.
The seating plane is 4.5 feet (1.4 meters) to represent sitting
head height.
Meanwhile, the distance from the first seat to the loudspeaker
is 6.1 feet (1.8 meters) and from the last seat it’s 28 feet (8.5

Figure 2
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Figure 3

Figure 4

meters). This is a distance ratio of 4.6:1, meaning there be a
drop of more 13 dB from the first seat to the last, and it will
be about 4.5 times louder in the front seat than the last seat.
This configuration puts us in a “Chinese finger trap” of gain.
Crank it up to satisfy the last row and the people in the front
will get blasted; make it comfortable for the people in the front
and the folks in the back will struggle to hear.
Option 1 is raising the loudspeaker height. Doubling it to 11.6
feet (3.5 meters), which is possible with heavy-duty stands (and

note the loudspeaker itself is 2 feet tall) will produce the result
seen in Figure 4. The distance is now 9.2 feet (2.8 meters) to
the first seat and 28.8 feet (8.7 meters) to the back, and the
ratio is now 3:1. We lose 9.8 dB from front to back.
The loudspeaker distance didn’t change much to the last
seat even with doubling the height, while the distance to the
front seat changed much more and there’s now a 3:1 ratio. This
is still not ideal (2:1 is spec) but the level is better matched
across the audience.

❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
Whatever your professional
sound needs are, you’ll find a
ProSoundWeb newsletter to
provide them.
❯ CHOOSE FROM A DAILY VERSION ❮
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❯ OR MONTHLY NEWSLETTERS ❮
Church Sound Product Showcase
Live Sound Product Showcase
Installed Sound Product Showcase
Recording Product Showcase

NEWSLETTERS
THAT ARE TIMELY...
FOCUSED...DIRECT
SUBSCRIBE
Enter your email address at prosoundweb.com/subscribe
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Figure 5

Figure 6

If option 2 can also be implemented, the situation is further
improved (Figure 5). The loudspeaker will remain at the same
height but is pushed back 6 feet. The distance to the first seat
is now 14 feet (4.2 meters) and it’s 34.7 feet (10.6 meters) to
the back. The ratio is 2.5:1, there’s a 7.8 dB drop and it’s more
than 2 times louder in the front.
Observe the green and blue measurements are now closer
in level. The overall gain is up 4 dB to get the high end to the
same level. Also note that the loudspeaker had to re-aimed to
make the measurements as similar as possible.
Overall this configuration is much improved from the 13 dB
drop seen in the first attempt. This method works with sloped
seating as well. The ratio stays the same with a sloped seating
plane and the measurements improve in uniformity due to
offsetting axial and distance loss (Figure 6).
The next measurement (Figure 7) is from an actual installation that I measured during a consultation. The first row was

32.2 feet (9.8 meters) from the loudspeaker, while the last row
was 65 feet away. This is a nearly ideal 2:1 ratio.
In theory, there should only be a loss of 6 dB front to back.
But in reality, there’s less than the inverse square law states
inside a room due to reflections and modal build up. The blue
trace is the first seat in that section and the gold trace is the
last (again, Figure 7).
If you’re interested, here are the formulas used in these
calculations: Ratio = higher number divided by lower number;
the answer is :1. SPL Drop (Free Field) = 20*LOG (lower number
divided by the higher number); the answer will be negative.
Power Factor = (10^ (SPL drop in dB/20)) LSI
Michael Reed, a member of the Audio Engineering Society (AES), is
an audio engineer and entrepreneur based in southern New England,
where he heads up Marathon Audio Systems (linkedin.com/company/
marathonas).

Figure 7
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Road Test

QSC KS118
Checking out the new
iteration of a
well-established
subwoofer.
by Michael Lawrence

T

he new QSC KS118 is a direct-radiating single-18-inch
subwoofer powered by a 3,600-watt class D amplifier.
It’s a successor to the well-respected KW181, which has
long been my single-18 sub of choice. I’ve specified the KW181
for several smaller venue installs and mixed my fair share of
shows on it, so I was quite excited to check out the KS118.
The unit ships with casters included and attached (thank you!).
The box weighs in at 104 pounds and is an easy one-person roll
and two-person lift. The unit can be deployed either vertically
or horizontally and includes a standard M20 threaded pole
receiver for a full-range loudspeaker, such as a model from the
companion K.2 Series.
Onboard DSP provides up to 100 milliseconds (ms) of delay, a
choice of 80 Hz or 100 Hz crossover filters depending on which
full-range loudspeaker is being used with it, and an optional
“DEEP” mode that increases LF extension.

RUNNING SOME TESTS

Although obtaining a frequency response measurement of a
sub is difficult in the field, I did take some measurements in my
back yard that well illustrate the crossover filter choices as well
as DEEP mode’s effect on the LF extension. Figure 1 illustrates
the Normal and Deep frequency response modes for both the
80 Hz and 100 Hz crossover settings.
Thanks to some clever DSP wizardly, changing the crossover
frequency does not change the unit’s phase response. This is
also true for the companion K.2 Series, which makes for a wellaligned system right out of the box.
To say that the headroom of this unit is impressive would be
an understatement of grand proportions. With full-scale pink
noise coming out of my mixing console, the box was rumbling
away happily, and it took about an additional 6 dB of gain at
the box itself to even tease the limiter LED.
Being relatively familiar with the KW181, I can say that this
box is better behaved at high output levels, without the loud port
chuffing and nasally resonances. This is a great example of how
a “Max SPL” spec doesn’t always tell the whole story – having a
stated maximum SPL spec of 136 dB (peak, 1 meter) compared
40
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The new KS118 subwoofer from QSC.

to the KW181’s stated spec of 135 dB might lead one to believe
that this box does not have significantly improved output compared to its predecessor – but rest assured, that is not the case.
This thing gets loud, and does it cleanly. Of the single-18
subs I’ve heard in this price range, it’s my view that the KS118
is an undisputed leader. Its output approaches that of another
single-18 box that I use regularly that is much larger and significantly heavier. In terms of performance-to-size ratio, it’s
definitely in a sweet spot.

Figure 1
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I brought the subs along with me
With measurement mics placed 15
to a few events to put them through
feet in front of and behind the array
their paces; most interestingly, a
in the center of my yard, I measured
puppet show performance that used
over 20 dB front-to-back cancellation
forced perspective and spatial audio
(Figure 2). This is a great option to
via an 8-channel distributed system.
achieve excellent results without
The production spec called for subneeding to get out an analyzer and
woofers located under the audience
“roll your own” cardioid array.
seating risers.
All too often, manufacturers bring
Although the venue owned a pair
out an “update” to a product that ends
of older single-18 boxes from another
up being a step sideways (or somemanufacturer, I deployed the KS118s
times even backwards). I’m happy to
instead as an upgrade. During system
report that this is not the case for the
tuning and test, they emitted a pleasnew KS118. What we have here is an
ant rumble that never got rattling or
excellent example of “if it ain’t broke,
honky despite being stuffed under
don’t fix it.”
seating risers.
QSC has demonstrated the wisdom
Several stagehands, as well as the
to build on the solid foundation of
venue’s tech director, came over to
features that made the KW181 so
The control, I/O and casters all together on the
check them out and mentioned how
successful, addressed virtually all of
bottom of the KS118.
great they sounded. The venue’s crew
my gripes about that unit, and incorchief said the sound was “remarkably clear.” For the perforporated a DSP toolset that brings it onto equal footing with the
mance, the subs ended up being run with the output fader down
equally-excellent K.2 Series full-range loudspeakers. A two- or
almost 20 dB and still had no trouble handling the gut-shaking
three-subs-per-side rig would be a great choice for portable
rumbles and bass drops that were part of the show’s sound
PA applications, bands, house of worship, and small venues.
design.
Regular readers will notice that I’m being atypically brief here.
I simply don’t need to say more: this new box has everything I
found most valuable about the KW181, improves on the things
ADDED PERSPECTIVE
I didn’t, adds some significant and very useful features, and is
The feature I’m most excited about is the addition of onboard
my new go-to single-18 subwoofer. LSI
cardioid presets – placing two KS118s “wheels to wheels,”
side by side, or stacked on top of each other, with one box
reversed, and then engaging the onboard Cardioid Forward
U.S. MAP: $1,499
and Cardioid Rear presets, respectively, creates a quick and
effective cardioid array. In terms of rear rejection, I found the
Michael Lawrence is an independent front of house engineer and
most effective configuration to be what’s known to system
system tech, and he’s also the technical editor of various pro audio
techs as a “gradient stack,” where two boxes are stacked with
publications. Read more from Michael and reach him at precisionone physically reversed.
audioservices.com.

Figure 2
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Insight

MEETING THE CHALLENGE
Part 1 of a series
about delivering
quality theatre
sound on a very
tight budget.
by George Georges

P
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telling, it’s not secondary because when
it’s done poorly it can have detrimental
effects on the storytelling.

ACTIVE – NOT REACTIVE

Storytelling is the first and foremost consideration; the actors put the story on its
feet and give it a soul, while the technical
aspects create the world within which the
story is relayed to the listener. Although
the story is not directly affected by the
budget of the production, the implementation of the technical aspects is guided by it.
When the budget of a production
allows for a sound design “team,” the creative and budgetary challenges of a production can be more easily overcome; but
when a slim budget requires the sound
designer to work solo, the financial limitations can test the talents, creativity,
resourcefulness, skills and experience
of the designer.
Theatre encompasses many artforms;
when undertaking the design of a particular production, each run is unique and
although a particular script may have been
done before, the particular run that’s being
undertaken has never been done, has
very unique attributes, and will never be
repeated or replicated ever again.
As a sound designer for the theatre, I
approach every production in a similar
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manner; I read the script, consult with
the creative team and create the sound
design as if I have an unlimited budget.
I’ve found that if I limit my creativity by
approaching it from a budgetary standpoint, it can curtail the creativity, so in
this way I just “create” and “dream” and
then I find a way to achieve my design
within the limits of the resources at hand.
This is an active design approach rather
than a reactive one. The reason that I
make this distinction is because when a
designer just reacts to the needs of the
storytelling, then the designer is more

PHOTO CREDIT: MICHAEL LAWRENCE

roducing musical theatre on a
slim budget can be difficult, but
at City College of San Francisco
(CCSF), we’ve been doing just that for
many years. Thus, our motto: Budget limitations are only challenges to overcome.
The musical theatre productions at
CCSF are co-productions between the
Music and Theatre Departments. The
Music Department provides all of the
musical needs and obtains the rights
to produce the shows, and the Theatre
Department provides the theatre and
everything required to mount the shows
on the stage at the Diego Rivera Theatre.
Casts are comprised of CCSF students
who audition for their parts and the crew
are students from the Theatre Department stage crew. I’m the sound designer
for the Theatre Department, charged with
all sound requirements for events in our
venue.
Sound for the theatre is very misunderstood; it’s the stepchild of the pro audio
industry. Being that we’re continuously
exposed to sound and that as long as the
information that the sound is required
to relay to the listener is present, it’s
thought of as having a secondary supportive role in the storytelling.
Sound design’s cousin, music, plays a
similar role in the storytelling; just as
music supports the storytelling, in its creative way so does sound design. Although
there’s some truth to the fact that sound
is a supportive attribute of the story-
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of a sound engineer, curtailing their creative and collaborative contribution to
the production.
When designing sound for a musical,
my goal is to create a contrast between
the lyrics, music, and dialog so that each
element can magically contribute to the
overall storytelling. The lyrics and music
work together to take the story out of
reality and into a magical world, while
the dialog provides the “through line”
within which the magic of the lyrics and
music can shine through.
In an effort to create the contrast
between these three elements, the dialog should not be amplified, and only
during musical numbers should wireless microphone systems be used. It’s
also best to use as few mics as possible
which reduces costs, raises the feedback
threshold and thus, the lyrics can stand
out and enhance the storytelling. Sound
effects, carefully created, can magnify
the environment of the story and give
it energy and life.
I’ve found that it’s important to work
with the musical director to provide feedback on how the orchestra is integrating
into the production. I know that making suggestions to the musical director
seems like it’s outside the jurisdiction of
the sound designer but after many years
of experience I’ve learned how to listen
as an audience member, maintaining a
certain objectivity. The sound designer
must always remain objective; never
get attached to a particular idea or on
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something that you’ve spent many hours
creating. When designing and creating,
the designer must remember to always
listen and think about what the design
will sound like to ears that have never
experienced the aural aspects of the
production. If any aspect of the design
does not contribute to the storytelling it
should be cut or altered to be a seamless
part of the storytelling.

DEVELOPING A PROCESS

Like any public institution, we have to
adhere to strict and limited budgets. At
the beginning of each school year, the
Theatre Department receives its budget, of which the sound department’s
needs are an aggregate part. Most of
the budget is used for sets, properties,
costumes, lighting and other show specific supplies.
The sound portion is only enough to
maintain and supply basic needs; large
purchases have to be requested through
a specific process and only if it serves the
educational and operational needs of the
college. To overcome the budgetary (and
administrative) limitations, I’ve learned
some methods to create some wonderful
designs.
First, plan ahead. This takes patience
and creativity, which means doing things
such as buying parts of systems over time
rather than the whole at once. For example, we’ll purchase the transmitter for a
wireless system, and then on the next
budget cycle, acquiring the receiver, followed by purchasing a second transmitter
and using it with the one receiver.
Although having two transmitters for
one receiver doesn’t double the channels,
it does allow two singers to have a mic
ready. With a bit of clever cueing and
planning, one transmitter is on while
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the second is off and vice versa, thus
increasing your flexibility. The difficulty
with this method is that the processing
of each voice is likely different, and with
analog mixing this can be tricky.
However, I usually end up with more
inputs on the mixer than wireless systems and simply re-patch to a different
channel with the processing already set
for the second voice. Digital mixers make
this easier with recallability but of course
they cost more.
The other issue can be that actors and
backstage crew can forget, or the actor
can’t be found in time to make the change
so it’s important that everyone communicate. As the inventory of transmitter/
receiver pairs would increase I would start
switching the transmitters more and more
on just the backup singers and singers with
just one song but cueing and documentation is still vital. Even if there are enough
wireless systems, it’s a bit of a waste to
leave mics on singers if they aren’t used for
a long period when they could be used for
other singers at a different point.
Part of planning ahead has also meant
carefully selected purchases. We never
buy pricey single-use items, instead
opting for lower-cost, general-purpose
equipment; for example, the Shure SM86
microphone. (It’s currently listed at $179
on sweetwater.com.) We’ve had very good
results with the SM86 – it can handle a
jazz vocalist one night and the next day
be deployed on a lectern for a speech.
Recently, there’s also been a significant improvement in rechargeable batteries. Having to buy alkaline batteries
for wireless transmitters wastes so much
money – we were spending $400-plus on
batteries for every run. With rechargeable
battery technology (and the transmitters)
becoming more efficient, we’ve saved huge
www.ProSoundWeb.com

amounts of budget and the rechargeable
units have worked out quite well.

A MATTER OF DIVERSIFICATION
Slim budgets have also led us to borrow
from other departments on campus. Our
department has built good relationships
with the Audio/Visual (A/V), Broadcast
Electronic Media Arts (BEMA) departments, as well as others. We borrow equipment from them (and they from us), and
as long as we return the gear in good (if
not better) shape, it’s a win-win.
For example, when we need to record
voiceovers, BEMA allows us to use its
radio station practice booths, so we get
an excellent recording environment for
free. Further, both the A/V and BEMA
Departments have an easier time procuring equipment from the administration
than we do, and as a result, they get certain specialized gear that we can’t. (An
artform like theatre is more difficult to
explain than TV; it’s a bit more esoteric
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and as a result our needs often can’t be
clearly explained to those deciding on our
proposed purchases.)
Having a deep understanding of every
piece of equipment in our inventory helps
tremendously. While learning the ins and
outs of our existing gear, other uses for
this equipment can be discovered. Further, having studied electronics for most
of my life and being a licensed electrician
has helped tremendously because I’m able
to do many equipment repairs, which
saves time and money.
With my knowledge of electronics, I’ve
been able to come up with some creative
ideas to solve challenges. For example,
putting triggers on scenery that allow an
actor, through the normal course of the
action on stage, to trigger sound effects
from a loudspeaker inside or near scenery;
in this way the cues happen when they’re
supposed to, and they sound very realistic.
Of course, putting loudspeakers in
radios and record players – so that sound

actually comes from these sources –
better integrates these props into the
storytelling much more effectively than
playing their sound through the main
loudspeakers. Further, we routinely put
loudspeakers backstage to add an air of
realism to environmental sound effects.
The aforementioned ideas don’t cost us
anything, provided we already own the
equipment (or it can be borrowed), further proving that creativity and resourcefulness shouldn’t be curtailed by budget.
In the next article, I’ll focus more of
the specifics regarding the tools and
approaches we’ve developed for our work
with theatre sound. LSI
George Georges has been a sound designer
and stagehand/technician for live theatre in
the San Francisco Bay Area for more than 30
years. He’s also guided high school youth in
technical theatre for a dozen years and is a
licensed electrician in the state of California.
Reach him at ggeorges@ccsf.edu.
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Feature

A WORK IN PROGRESS
Charting
the ongoing
renovation
of Toronto’s
venerable
Massey Hall.

A

Massey Hall in its original 1894 glory.

ny upgrade to a heritage venue
requires balancing modernization and restoration. When that
venue is a national treasure, as Toronto’s
Massey Hall is – with a history of hosting
some the world’s most iconic artists –
getting that balance just right is mission
critical.
When Massey reopens in 2020, those
judging the end result will include audience members and performers who hold
the venue in high regard. Among them,
Steve Earle, who said in an April 2019
interview with Canada’s FYI Music News:
“Massey Hall is my favorite place to play
in the world… I hope they don’t f--- it
up with their renovation. It’s not just a
national treasure – it’s like an international treasure.”
Designed by architect Sydney R. Badgley in 1892, Massey Hall was built in
downtown Toronto on land purchased
by Hart Massey – a successful industrialist who presented the venue as a gift to
the citizens of Toronto in memory of his
son, Charles, with a mission to develop
the arts and provide entertainment to
the community.
In the 125 years since it opened (with
a performance of Handel’s “Messiah” in
June, 1894) Massey Hall has done that
and more. Although everything from boxing matches to beauty contests have been
held there, the hall’s primary function is a
concert hall. Over time it’s hosted a diverse
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collection of artists that includes Enrico
Caruso, Igor Stravinsky, Oscar Peterson
and Glenn Gould, Pavarotti, Neil Young,
Rush, and Gordon Lightfoot (who’s played
Massey 150 times since 1967).
“Badgley designed churches, which
is why we have the center aisle and
stained-glass windows,” says the late
Deane Cameron, president and CEO
of Roy Thomson Hall and Massey Hall
Corporation who passed away shortly
after I spoke with him about the project
(see sidebar). “There’s an almost religious
level of respect for Massey. One day a
gentleman from Germany was out front
taking pictures. His whole life, he wanted
to visit, since the 1971 Neil Young album,
and he was literally in tears.”
Jazz greats Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Bud Powell, Charles Mingus and Max
Roach also performed together at Massey
as The Quintet in 1965, Cameron adds.
“Looking at year-end statements from
1896 to 1919, you can see so many choirs.
Hart Massey was a very religious man
and loved choirs, and that’s one of the
reasons why it was important to him to
have incredible acoustics.”

however, is upgrading the main hall for
modern concerts while preserving its
acoustics and character.
In some cases, signature character
elements long hidden from view owing
to the fact the city is a far noisier environment than it was during Massey’s
lifetime – will be revealed for the first
time in decades; notably 100 art nouveau,
stained-glass windows, some featuring
life-sized portraits of composers including Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Handel,
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by Kevin Young

NEW LIFE
The renovation of Massey began in July
2018 following a decade of planning and
encompasses the interior and exterior
as well as the construction of a 7-story
addition. One of the central challenges,
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Ongoing renovation work underway
in the auditorium, including a crane
through the roof (top photo).
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FEATURE
construction, it’s Toronto AV consultants
Engineering Harmonics and UK-based
acoustician Bob Essert (founding director
of Sound Space Vision) whom the bulk
of the sound design and acoustic work
falls to.
McKendrick, a former touring sound
engineer and tour/production manager,
has been at Massey since 2012, prior to
the beginning of phase one of the project.
He’s worked closely on the design with
the entire project team, and says he feels
very comfortable with Essert and EH as
partners.
While construction of the new building
began recently this past spring, the restoration of the auditorium is well underway
and proceeding quickly. Acoustic work
was then in the preparation stage and
concrete had been poured for installation
of new, deployable seating to replace the
previous World War II-era seats. The new
seating will slide under the stage when

CONTINUING APACE
The partners involved inspire confidence,
among them Heritage Toronto, Charcoal
Blue, contractors Ellis Don, and architectural firms KPMB and Goldsmith
Borgal & Company. While they’re doing
much of the “heavy lifting” in terms of
what’s being constructed and determining what can and can’t be altered during
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needed, thus providing new space for
standing room audiences.
A new mix position was also created at
house right, just off-center and 60 feet
from the stage, to allow for additional
accessible seating and to shorten the
cable run from the stage.
Making the venue more comfortable, in
general and particularly for performers,
is where a lot of the challenges began, in
part because the dome above the stage
cannot be altered owing to heritage considerations. “There’s a flutter echo triggered roughly from where the snare would
typically be with thirteen discrete repeats,”
McKendrick says. “But we’re not looking
to change how sound projects from the
stage, but how it returns, because lot of
energy reflects back to the stage.”
Consequently, a series of retractable
drapes will be installed above the stage,
and the ceiling and surfaces of the Moorish arches and rear wall facing the stage

Unfortunately, Deane Cameron won’t see the end
result of the project he came out of retirement to
spearhead four years ago, passing away unexpectedly earlier this year at age 65. However, the
passion he brought to the restoration continues
to resonate with not only with those he worked so
closely with recently, but with many in the Canadian music industry, including many of the artists
who’ve played Massey Hall.
Over his 40-plus year career, 24 of them as President of EMI Music Canada,
Cameron’s passionate advocacy for Canadian music and artists earned him the
nickname “Captain Canada.” His role at Massey was a natural extension of that
advocacy. “The music industry is two pieces,” he told me, “the recordings where
an artist makes a statement of where they’re at and the spontaneous expression of the art live. To be able to say I’ve been thoroughly involved in both
really makes it all feel complete.”
For Cameron, stewarding the revitalization was a singular honor: “When this
opportunity came up it had incredible significance to me, because of music, but
also because my family has been in Toronto since the early 1890s and I’d hear
my family talk about Massey Hall when I was growing up. I was so honored and
enthusiastic to be involved.”
“One of the things that’s thrilling for me personally is that from the very
beginning, Massey Hall was a significant community building. In the original
document Hart Massey drew up that gave the hall to the people of Toronto, he
emphasized in a handwritten paragraph what this building is for: ‘a music hall,
a secular meeting place, a venue for the rich and poor alike and a reinforcement of the people’s culture and values’.” LSI
– Kevin Young
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and Haydn. Blocked from view in the
1950s to reduce unwanted daylight and
exterior noise, the windows have been
completely restored, soundproofed and
upgraded to ensure the venue’s interior
temperature remains constant.
“They’ll be visible from inside and outside the building, but covered by acoustic
blackout blinds during shows that will
raise and lower at the push of a button,”
Cameron explains.
“There are things that need to be done
to make Massey Hall more suitable for
modern concerts, but many things that
make it special that we don’t want to
touch,” notes Doug McKendrick, director of production, “including acoustic
and psychoacoustic elements that impact
the perception of how it sounds and its
warm look and feel.”
In the past, McKendrick has summed
up the overall project by saying: “Basically
changing everything without changing
anything.” Given that it’s literally a top to
bottom renovation – including new rigging points and structural reinforcement
of the basement and main floor to raise
production weight capacity from 25,000
to 100,000 pounds – that’s a tall order.
Even obvious fixes, Cameron says, such
as replacing a section of ceiling that collapsed in 1955 and has been reinforced
with chicken wire, for example, aren’t
straightforward: “I thought we’d have to
import the horsehair lathe and plaster
and was in a bit of a panic until somebody put me out of my misery and said
we can get that specific material here.”
He’s also wasn’t a fan of ripping the roof
off the joint, literally, so a crane could be
dropped right through to the basement.
“But there was no other way to construct
the addition. We couldn’t put the crane
on the street.”
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A view of the classic auditorium from the stage.

will be covered with sound absorbent
plaster (material that wasn’t available
in 1955 when the ceiling fell). The new
wooden seating will feature padded cushions that, when flipped up, will mimic an
occupied seat. “Overall capacity is still a
moving target,” he adds. “There’s a little
less than before in a seated configuration,
but more in the standing configuration.”

AN IMPORTANT PIECE
Until roughly two years before Massey
Hall closed its doors, the venue didn’t
have its own PA. Even when they did purchase a system, McKendrick says, “With
the weight constraints we couldn’t hang
another PA without taking ours down,
so we put one in that was difficult for
someone to say no to.” Going forward,
the rig will be raised up using motors
so incoming artists can hang their own
production below it.
Installed by the Solotech Toronto
office and designed by Martin Van Dijk,
senior systems designer and partner at
Engineering Harmonics, the auditorium’s main system is comprised of d&b
audiotechnik loudspeakers hung in a
left-center-right (LCR) array configuration. Left and right arrays both incorporate eight J8s (80-degree horizontal
dispersion) and three J12s (120-degree
horizontal dispersion), with six V-Series
subwoofers (cardioid, 18- and 12-inch
loaded) flown behind them. The center
array reverses the order of the left-right,
comprised of three J8s and eight J12s.
More low-frequency horsepower comes
via J-SUB triple 18-inch cardioid subs
on the deck.
www.ProSoundWeb.com

A look at the auditorium’s LCR system in action prior to the renovation, headed by d&b audiotechnik arrays and loudspeakers. It
will be re-deployed in the upgraded facility.

Additionally, various J Series loudspeakers are deployed for proscenium and
balcony fill, with six V12s serving a delay
cluster for the center gallery seating section. “The center cluster is to get to the top
of the gallery at the back. Had we tried to
do that with the left and right arrays there
would have been a lot of energy pounding the walls to each side,” McKendrick
explains, adding that amplification is via
d&b 30Ds and D80s. “All of the processing
for the actual PA tuning was done inside the
amplifiers. Then we have a Meyer Sound
Callisto processor on front end so touring
engineers can put their own ‘flavor’ on it
without getting inside the amps.”
Massey currently has a Soundcraft Vi
1 house console, but it may replace by
the time the venue reopens. Also coming
in that timeframe are a new stage monitoring system and a comprehensive “live
focused” microphone package.
Connectivity is a combination of fiber
optic as well as copper. When it comes to
this facet of the system, Van Dijk notes,
“You have to plan for failure. Reliability is
something I always focus on because I’ve
been the guy behind the console when
it’s all going to hell and 20,000 people
are looking at you.”

PUTTING IT TOGETHER
What’s also being built is a production
hub to bring all signals to one location.
The venue’s Opticore networking protocol will be used within the performance
spaces themselves, but along with signal
from the systems to be installed in the
venue’s new live spaces. “We’re trying
to provide high-delivery service and

high-quality content using various technologies, but how we’ll do that depends
on final production on the video side,”
The main system may undergo some
reconfiguration as well. “Because the
changes we’ve made to the seating layout may necessitate a slightly different
approach for fills, but we intend to put
it back in more or less as it was,” McKendrick says.
Van Dijk adds, “The hall is a little wider
than is typical and has some unique characteristics acoustically, which are positive
from an acoustic point of view, but are
challenging in some circumstances and
there were always challenges with amplified sound. Overall though, it’s a wonderful
place for performer/audience interaction.
Amplified shows can sound magnificent and
on stage it can be amazing, but if the wrong
system is in there or the configuration is
wrong it can be a struggle.”
The key, he notes, is maintaining the
character of the venue while addressing
specific areas with acoustic treatment.
“Subtle changes to improve sonic results
in an amplified condition, which is probably 95 percent of the time. Having the
sound system and acoustics closely coupled in terms of design and physical characteristics with how they interact with
one another is the best recipe for success.
I can tell you, when it comes to sound
systems and acoustics in the projects I’ve
done over the years, I always say that the
room always wins.” LSI
Based in Toronto, Kevin Young is a freelance music and tech writer, professional
musician and composer.
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Road Test

ELECTRO-VOICE RE420 & RE520
Evaluating two new condenser
vocal microphones.
by Craig Leerman

T

he next generation of Electro-Voice RE Series condenser
vocal microphones for live
performance include the new RE420
(cardioid polar pattern) and RE520
(supercardioid polar pattern).
Both models incorporate internal
shock mounts that help isolate the element from vibration and handling noise,
and they also include a multi-stage pop
filter that minimizes breath blasts and
plosives. There’s also a 2-position switch
to tailor the frequency response – “Flat”
delivers the full frequency of the capsule
while “High-Pass” position attenuates
frequencies below 150 Hz.
Both models have a zinc die cast body
coated with black polyurethane paint and
Memraflex steel wire grilles. The primary
visual difference between this two is
that the RE420’s grille is black while the
RE520’s is gray/steel. Both mics are the
same size (7.6 inches long and 1.95 inches
wide) with weight just over 11 ounces.
The mics ship with a zipper pouch as
well as a stand clip with a thread inset to
accommodate smaller mic stand threads.
Note that both are also available as “head
only” capsules for wireless systems with
standard mic threads used by EV and
many other manufacturers.
The specs: the RE420 has a stated 50
Hz – 20 kHz frequency response, selfnoise of 22 dB SPL (A weighted), dynamic
range of 127 dB, 5.6mV/Pa sensitivity
rating, output impedance of 200 ohms,
and maximum SPL of 149 dB (at 1 percent THD); the RE520 has a stated 40 Hz
– 20 kHz frequency response, self-noise
rating of 17 dB SPL (again, A weighted),
dynamic range of 133 dB, 5.6mV/Pa sensitivity rating, output impedance of 200
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ohms, and maximum SPL of 150 dB (1
percent THD).
W hen the mics provided for this
evaluation arrived at my shop, my first
impression out of the box is that both
are aesthetically appealing. The RE520,
in particularly, is quite striking with its
2-tone appearance.
Picking them up, they both felt “correct” in the hand, and plugging them into
my test bench system revealed clear, true
sound and very disciplined polar patterns.
I can see the cardioid 420 being useful
for vocalists who may not sing directly
into the mic or for singers who may opt
to share the mic with another singer at
The new Electro-Voice RE420 (left) and
the same time. The supercardioid 520 is
RE520 condenser microphones.
well suited for singers who can work the
pattern while it helps in keeping off-axis
OUT IN THE WORLD
sounds from bleeding in. The high-pass
First up was male lead singer fronting a
filter proves to help keep stage rumble
loud pop/rock band. We opted for him to
and low frequencies out of the vocal chanuse an RE520 to help reduce bleed from
nel, and I like that the switch is under
the band, leaving the frequency response
the windscreen so it won’t get moved
as Flat. The other RE520 to a guitar player
accidentally.
who sang harmonies, while the drummer
While I’m no singer, I know what my
was supplied with a RE420 on a boom
voice sounds like after all
these years. To my ears,
the RE420 and RE520 are
very “natural sounding”
and exhibit a smooth
response through the
vocal region. The mics
have miniscule handling
noise. EV provided me
with two units of both
models, and satisfied
that all four were not
damaged in shipping
and working properly, it
was time to take them to
A look “under the hood” at the capsules of the RE420 (left)
some gigs.
and RE520.
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trumpet. Suffice to say, we kept it there
that he would swing out of his way when
was over. She thought she sounded great
for the performance.
not singing.
in her wedge, and I certainly won’t argue,
Shifting gears, we supported a harpist
The lead singer told me he really liked
plus it sounded excellent in the house.
(7-pedal orchestra style) and her backhis mic, commenting on how good it
ing band of keyboards and drums who
sounded in his wedge. Working the mix,
WRAPPING IT UP
were playing a private party. An RE520
I liked how much rejection the mic proThe last stop on “Craig’s RE gig tour” was
on a boom captured her vocals, with the
vided (both the guitar and bass players
in support of a band at a corporate party
switch to roll off the low end. Another
really crank it up) – a cardioid pattern
in a hotel ballroom. The 4-piece band consuperb result.
would not have worked as well. Meansisted of a guitarist, bass player, drummer
while, the drummer sang as loud
and male singer who also played
as I can recall anyone singing at
acoustic guitar. After talking to
a gig and the RE420 handled it
the singer at sound check and
with ease.
finding out he “eats the mic” (his
Next, we ventured to handle a
words), we opted to provide him
speech presentation, deploying
with an RE520 on him – and I’m
the pair of RE420s for audience
really glad we did.
“Q&A” mics placed in the seating
The room has a low ceiling
area aisles. While we mostly use
(about 12 feet) and isn’t all that
wireless mics for this applicawide either, and the guitar player
tion, a few times a year in busy
using one of our Fender Deluxe
RF environments we need to go
single 12-inch combo amps was a
wired.
little too loud for the space. (Not
Because most audience memhis fault, he didn’t have the amp
bers asking questions are not
turned up all that high.)
experienced presenters, often
I basically mixed the band
forgetting to tilt a mic toward
volume around his guitar and
their mouth and/or speak
having the RE520 with the
directly into it, we prefer a carsupercardioid pattern out front
dioid. The RE420s did a great job
gave me the rejection needed to
of capturing the voices of everykeep the guitar sound out of the
one who spoke. Meanwhile, one
vocal channel. With the switch
Charting the frequency response of the RE520 in both “Flat”
of the RE520 resided at front of
set to High-Pass, the vocal cut
(above) and “High-Pass” modes.
house for announcements and
through nicely, sounding clear
introductions we were asked to make.
and natural in the house PA.
The other RE520 was placed under
Placed on a rubber-footed desk stand and
Electro-Voice has a couple of winners
the ride cymbal because it was hard to
with the switch set to roll off the lows, it
with the new RE420 and RE520. They
hear the “ping-ping” from the drumproved more than up to the task.
sound and look great. Vocals are very
mer’s sticks (his preference is sticks
natural and the roll-off switch is a handy
with wooden tips) – basically, the ride
feature. Handling noise is very low in
just
didn’t
cut
through
the
mix
like
it
THE JOURNEY CONTINUES
handheld applications.
should.
But
after
applying
the
520,
it
A few days later we worked with a praise
While they’re designed for vocals, as
most certainly did.
band with a female and a male lead vocalexplained, I also used them in a few instruThe next day we supported a female
ist. Both of them utilized the RE520s with
ment applications with high success. As a
vocalist singing the National Anthem
the low end rolled off. They were extremely
sound tech I really like the added rejection
and another song at a large corporate
pleased with how they sounded in their
of the RE520’s supercardioid pattern, but
meeting. She arrived a bit late (her flight
in-ear monitors, and I can verify that was
both mics would be an outstanding addiwas delayed) so she didn’t have time for
the experience in the house as well.
tion to anyone’s mic locker. LSI
a sound check, but we did get the chance
Again, the rejection of stage noise by
to rough in her monitor mix.
the pattern came through in a big way
I handed her an RE420 and stood
– despite eight musicians (including a
U.S. MAP For RE420 & RE520: $299
onstage, dialing in the mix. We were
horn section) located right behind the
(per unit)
definitely already in the ballpark, and
singers, there wasn’t a bit of bleed into
then I received a big “thumbs up” from
the lead vocal channels. Curious to see
Senior contributing editor Craig Leerman
her during the performance and very nice
what an RE420 would sound like on a
is the owner of Tech Works, a production
compliments from her directly after it
horn, at sound check we put one on the
company with offices in Reno.
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Tech Topic

INSIDE AUDIO FILTERING, PART 1
Fundamental FIR filter
concepts and applications
in loudspeakers.
by Michael John

A

lthough not a new technology, manufacturers are
increasingly including FIR (finite impulse response)
filtering in loudspeaker processors and DSP-based
amplifiers due to the significant increase in performance-versus-cost of microprocessors and DSP hardware.
The advantages of FIR filtering include more arbitrary and
fine control of a filter’s magnitude and phase characteristics,
independent control of magnitude and phase, and the opportunity for maximum-phase characteristics (at the expense of
some bulk time delay).
The primary disadvantage is efficiency; FIR filters are generally more CPU intensive than IIR (infinite impulse response)
filters. For very long FIR filters, segmented frequency-domain
and multi-rate methods help to reduce the computational load,
but these methods come with increased algorithmic complexity.
In pro audio, the terms FIR filter and FIR filtering are often
used when referring to specific implementations, such as:

• Linear-phase crossover and linear-phase brick-wall crossover
filters
• Very long minimum-phase FIR-based system EQ
• Horn correction filtering
While these implementations each have their uses, the capabilities of FIR filtering go beyond these implementations, particularly with regard to independent control of magnitude and
phase as well as mixed- and maximum-phase characteristics.
So, what is FIR filtering and how does it compare to ubiquitous IIR filtering? This article aims to answer these questions
but doing so first requires covering a number of basic concepts
in digital audio. If you’ve studied digital signal processing,
much of this will be second nature. Forgive me for skipping
some of the details and simplifying some of the more complex
concepts.

KEY DIGITAL AUDIO CONCEPTS

Sampling. In digital audio, sound waveforms are represented
by samples. An analog-to-digital converter (ADC) measures,
or samples, an analog signal and assigns a digital value to each
sample. Humans can typically hear frequencies between 20 Hz
and 20 kHz. (A hertz – Hz – is a cycle per second.)
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To adequately represent this frequency range digitally, the
ADC needs to sample the audio waveform at least twice the
highest audible frequency; hence we have the common sample
rates of 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz. (Multiples of these frequencies,
such as 88.2 kHz, 96 kHz, 192 kHz and 384 kHz are also used
in pro audio, for reasons we won’t go into here.)
Half the sampling rate is called the Nyquist frequency. For
example, a sampling rate of 48 kHz has a Nyquist frequency
of 24 kHz.
For more information on the basics of digital audio and sampling, take a look at “Monty” Montgomery’s excellent Digital Show
and Tell video and 24/192 Music Downloads article on xiph.org.
Digital Filtering. It’s a mathematical process for altering a
digital audio signal. At each time interval – for a sampling rate
of 48 kHz, the interval is 1/48000 seconds or 20.83 microseconds (ms) – a time-domain digital filter takes the current input
sample and some previous input samples, scales (or multiplies)
the samples by defined numbers, called filter coefficients, and
sums the scaled samples to create an output sample.
One of the simplest digital filters is an “averaging” filter,
which involves taking the average of the current and previous
samples. Conceptually this is:
OutputSample = (InputSample + PreviousInputSample)/2
Figure 1 shows the filter in diagram form. As an equation,
we can express this as:
yn = 0.5 * xn + 0.5 * xn-1, where:
xn is the input sample at the current time interval or sample
number, n
xn-1 is the input sample at the previous time interval or sample
number n-1
yn is the output sample for the current time interval, or sample
number n and, the 0.5 values are the filter coefficients.
Before continuing it’s worth pausing to consider the impulse
response and frequency response and how they relate to the
filter structure above.
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Figure 1: Averaging digital filter flowchart.

Figure 5: Difference digital filter frequency response (fs = 48 kHz).
Figure 2: At left, averaging digital filter impulse response calculations. At right, charting the calculations.

Figure 3: Averaging digital filter frequency response (fs = 48 kHz).

Figure 4: Difference digital filter flowchart.

Impulse Response and Frequency Response. The impulse response
of a device – an analog filter, a digital filter, a loudspeaker or
even a room – is the reaction or response of the device over
time in response to an input pulse.
Theoretically we can put a voltage, digital or acoustic pulse
into a loudspeaker, amplifier, processor or room and record the
output voltage, digital signal or microphone waveform over time
to obtain the impulse response. However, a pulse doesn’t have
enough energy at all frequencies to excite a device with enough
level to give a reasonably clean signal above ambient noise (or
a signal-to-noise ratio – SNR) at all frequencies.
Today many measurement systems use either a sinusoidal
sweep or cyclic pink noise. (Dual FFT methods use any audio
signal – like the output of a live mixing console – but that’s
another story.) Sweeps and cyclic pink noise signals have enough
energy at all frequencies to give reasonable SNR and therefore
give a usable or stable impulse response.
The frequency response is the frequency-domain behavior
of the device. It’s also the frequency-domain equivalent of the
impulse response. (The term transfer function is sometimes used
in place of the frequency response.) The frequency response is
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usually plotted as the magnitude (in dB) and phase (in degrees)
across frequency. The frequency response can also be converted
from magnitude and phase to a complex number representation;
real and imaginary values for each frequency point.
Note that the time-domain impulse response and frequency-domain frequency response are inherently linked and are
mathematically equivalent characterizations of the device. We
can convert the impulse response to the frequency domain using
the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and convert the frequency
response to the time domain using the Inverse Discrete Fourier
Transform (IDFT); subject to some constraints that we won’t
go into here. The fast implementations of these operations are
called the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the Inverse Fast
Fourier Transform (IFFT).
Returning to the “averaging” filter example: The impulse
response of a digital filter is the output of the filter when we pass
an impulse – a sample value of 1.0 – through the filter followed
by zeros. Let’s calculate the impulse response using Figure 2.
For this filter, the impulse response is [0.5 0.5] for the first
two time intervals, and zero everywhere else. Its length is two
samples, and since this length is finite, the filter is a finite
impulse response or FIR filter.
Also, because this filter “averages” pairs of samples, we would
expect large sample differences to be smoothed out, and very
low sample changes to mostly be unaffected. Let’s look at the
frequency response magnitude in Figure 3.
Sure enough, the averaging filter is a low-pass filter. Low
frequencies, where the audio signal varies more slowly over time,
are unaffected, but high frequencies are attenuated.
What happens if we change the sign of one of the coefficients
in the averaging filter? A “difference” filter is created, as seen in
Figure 4, and as an equation, we can express this as:
yn = 0.5 * xn + -0.5 * xn-1
This filter cancels out adjacent samples that are the same, or
similar, and emphasizes pairs of samples that are very different.
The difference filter’s frequency response is quite different to
that of the averaging filter, which can be seen in Figure 5.
The difference filter is a high-pass filter. High frequencies
are mostly unaffected, but low frequencies are attenuated.
The filters in the two previous examples calculated the sum of
a scaled history of samples. What if we take a previous or delayed
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Figure 6: Butterworth 1st order 1 kHz low-pass filter flowchart
(fs = 48 kHz).

sample, scale it, and feed it back into the sum? Figure 6 shows a
Butterworth 1st order low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of
1 kHz (fs = 48 kHz). The important thing to note is that a portion
of the previous sample is fed back, or re-circulated, into the filter.
Now let’s calculate the impulse response using Figure 7. For
this filter, the impulse response starts with a value of 0.0615
and, even though subsequent input samples are 0, the output of
the filter decays but continues with non-zero values essentially
forever. Since the output of the filter goes on for infinite time,
the filter is called an infinite impulse response or IIR filter.
The thicker blue line in Figure 8 shows the frequency
response of the low-pass filter. The thinner blue line above
shows the response of a 1st order high-pass Butterworth filter
with a cut-off frequency of 1 kHz (fs = 48 kHz). Figure 9 depicts
the signal flow and coefficients for the high-pass filter.
Filter order. For a digital filter, the filter order is the maximum amount of sample delay used in the digital filter. For IIR
low-pass and high-pass filters, the frequency response roll-off
is 6 dB per octave multiplied by the order. (For example, a 3rd
order high-pass filter has an 18 dB/octave roll-off.)

Figure 7: At left, Butterworth 1st order 1 kHz low-pass filter impulse response calculations. At right, charting the calculations.

Figure 8: Butterworth 1st order 1 kHz low-pass and high-pass
filter frequency responses (fs = 48 kHz).

Figure 9: Butterworth 1st order 1 kHz high-pass filter flowchart
(fs = 48 kHz).

THE FIR FILTER

Figure 10 shows the signal flow for a general FIR filter. The
coefficients (C0 to CN-1) are the “taps” and so for a N-length
FIR filter there are N taps and N-1 sample delay elements. The
filter order is N-1.
While a short FIR filter can’t do very much, longer FIR filters
become quite powerful by essentially blending a long history
of audio samples to cause level and phase changes at different
frequencies in controlled ways.

THE IIR BIQUAD

The second order IIR filter is typically called the biquad filter.
(Figure 11 offers the Direct Form 2 version.)
Biquads form the basis of most IIR filtering in digital signal
processors. Shelf, parametric and all-pass filters can be implemented in this form, and high-pass and low-pass filters of any
order are usually implemented as a cascade of connected biquad
filters. A 1st order filter can be implemented in the biquad by
setting coefficients a2 and b2 to 0.0. Setting coefficients a1 and
a2 to 0.0 turns the biquad into a 3-tap FIR filter.

FIR VERSUS IIR FILTERS

So how do IIR and FIR filters compare? Let’s take a look at some
common filter types. Figure 12 shows the frequency responses
of 1st order Butterworth IIR LP and HP filters along with FIR
filters of various lengths that are designed to approximate the
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Figure 10: FIR filter flowchart.

IIR filters. (The FIR design method used involves sampling the
IIR filter impulse response and applying DC correction.)
Here the FIR filters need to be ~40 taps or longer to begin
to accurately approximate the IIR filters. The 10, 20 and 30 tap
FIR filters have significant ripple and deviate from the IIR, in
magnitude, by up to ~6 dB.
Figure 13 offers a view of the frequency response of a 1 kHz
parametric IIR filter along with FIR filters of various lengths
that are designed to approximate the IIR filter. Each plot shows
a different FIR design method.
The first method has more error toward DC but a slightly better
match near 1 kHz. The second method matches the IIR better
above and below 1 kHz but has a slightly worse match around 1
www.ProSoundWeb.com

Figure 11: IIR biquad filter flowchart (Direct-Form 2).

Figure 14: Top, 384 tap FIR filter impulse response (dark green)
and dB magnitude of the impulse response (light green). Center,
the same filter’s frequency response (blue and red) and the
desired ideal filter frequency response (light blue and light red).
Bottom, frequency response difference between the desired ideal
filter and the 384 tap FIR filter.
Figure 12: Comparing frequency responses of FIR filters with
a Butterworth 1st 1 kHz low-pass filter (above) and high-pass
(below) frequency response (fs = 48 kHz).

Figure 13: Above, comparing Frequency Responses of 1 kHz Parametric IIR filter and FIR Filters from 10 to 50 Taps, and below, how
it looks with the addition of DC correction (fs = 48 kHz).

kHz. Using either method, the FIR filter needs to be ~40 taps or
longer to begin to accurately approximate the IIR parametric filter.

FIR FILTER LENGTH

Because FIR filters don’t have feedback, their ability to affect low
frequencies is directly proportional to their length. The longer
the filter, the lower the frequencies that can be adjusted; either
in magnitude, phase or both. Higher Q adjustments – sharper
magnitude and phase transitions – also require longer FIR filters.
Figures 14 and 15 provide examples of 384 and 3072 tap FIR
filters; the filter responses are the dark blue and dark red lines.
Both FIR filters are attempting to match the desired EQ for a
loudspeaker – the light blue and light red lines. The difference
plots show the difference in magnitude and phase between
the desired ideal filter frequency response and the frequency
responses of the FIR filters.
Note:
• The longer the filter, the more effective FIR filtering is at
achieving EQ, particularly toward low frequencies.
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Figure 15: Top, 3072 tap FIR filter impulse response (dark green)
and dB magnitude of the impulse response (light green). Center,
the same filter’s frequency response (blue and red) and the
desired ideal filter frequency response (light blue and light red).
Bottom, frequency response difference between the desired ideal
filter and the 3072 tap FIR filter.

• Even the 3072 tap FIR filter can’t achieve the high-Q magnitude change desired at ~65 Hz. (It actually takes more
than 10,000 taps at 48 kHz for the FIR filter to match the
desired EQ.)
In my next article, we’ll look at computational complexity
relative to IIR filtering and key FIR filter benefits, including
independent control of magnitude and phase. LSI
Michael John is the founder of Eclipse Audio, which offers a range of
software products for equalizing audio systems and creating custom
finite impulse response (FIR) filters and complete mixed FIR + IIR
filter loudspeaker presets for single and multi-way loudspeakers.
Find out more at eclipseaudio.com.
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FLEXIBLE PERFORMERS
A look at
recent 2-way
loudspeaker
designs.
or decades, compact 2-way loudspeakers have been a pillar of
professional audio, capable of
serving as mains, monitors, side fills, center fills, near fills, front fills and delays.
In many cases they can be carried by a
single person via convenient handles
and quickly ground stacked, flown, or
placed on a stand, where they’re capable of handling reinforcement all by
themselves or joined by subwoofers in
applications requiring additional low-end
reinforcement.

Many of the enclosures are trapezoidal in shape, with some able to be put
into tightly packed horizontal arrays and
others better suited for “exploded” clusters. Still others can be stacked or flown
into line and/or column arrays. Several
offer a modified cabinet shape that also
allows them to be placed on their side
and used as floor monitors. And speaking
of cabinets, they’re constructed of ABS/
polymers/plastics as well as wood.
Increasingly, compact 2-way loudspeakers are offered in self-powered versions
(usually class D amplification) joined by
digital signal processing. Many are also
outfitted with facilities for further tailoring output to specific applications. Additional EQ control may be present, while
others provide at least rudimentary mixing capability, with level controls, mic/
line switches, and EQ on XLR or combo
(XLR, 1/4-inch) inputs. More models will
accept (Audinate) Dante digital audio
input along with analog audio signal.

This genre of loudspeakers has also benefitted from advances in driver technology, signal processing, and amplification.
Transducer innovations have in many cases
trickled down from touring products. Many
have lightweight magnetic structures using
neodymium magnets, rugged cone and spider materials, and robust voice coil designs.
High-frequency horns are frequently
rotatable and offer improved directivity. Larger format compression drivers
deliver greater power handling capacity.
Several designs are coaxial, another trend
in this genre, along with incorporating
8- or 10-inch woofers as well as the traditional 12- and 15-inch models.
Our tour of recent models that follows is intended, by design, to present
the “state of the market” in terms of
options. But for each type of model presented here, understand that there are
several similar models from the same
and other sources, so further homework
is strongly recommended. LSI

Adamson IS10P
adamsonsystems.com

NEXO ID24t
yamahaproaudio.com

L-Acoustics 112P
l-acoustics.com

Dispersion (h x v): 70 x
40 degrees, rotatable
Components: 3-in
diaphragm compression
driver,
2 x 10-in cone drivers
Frequency Response:
60 Hz – 18 kHz (+/-3 dB)
Maximum SPL (peak):
139 dB
Power Handling: LF: 700 watts; HF: 110
watts (AES)
Connectors: Dual Neutrik Speakon or
barrier strips
Positioning/Rigging: Integrated rigging
system
Dimensions (h x w x d): 29 x 12.9 x 17.4
inches
Weight: 46.3 lbs
Notes: Supports Lake processing; 7-inch
version also available; range of mount
accessories available

Dispersion (h x v):
60 x 60, 90 x 40,
120 x 40, and 120
x 60 degrees (all
rotatable)
Components: 1-in
voice coil compression driver, 2 x 4-in
cone drivers
Frequency Response: 95 Hz — 20 kHz
Maximum SPL (peak): 126 dB
Power Handling: 200 to 500 watts
recommended
Connectors: Neutrik Speakon
Positioning/Rigging: Pole-mount, rigging
points
Dimensions (h x w x d): 12.2 x 5.2 x 9.2 in
Weight: 13 lbs
Notes: Install version also offered; horn
can be rotated without need for tools via
“screw head” on rear panel

Dispersion: 90 degrees axisymmetric
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Components:
1.3-in-diaphragm
compression driver,
12-in cone driver
(coaxial)
Frequency Response: 50 Hz – 20
kHz
Maximum SPL (peak): 133 dB
Power Handling: Self-powered – 1,000
watts at 8 ohms
Connectors: Dual XLR in parallel
Positioning/Rigging: Pole mount, optional mounting accessories available
Dimensions (h x w x d): 21.3 x 16.1 x 15.4 in
Weight: 70.5 lbs
Notes: Series also includes 108P (8-in),
and both models can be paired with the
SB15P sub
www.ProSoundWeb.com

RWG Spotlight Listing
d&b audiotechnik E Series | dbaudio.com
E-Series compact loudspeakers are engineered speciﬁcally to deliver versatile yet elegant
solutions for speech, music and distributed reinforcement in both mobile and installed
applications. A distinctive aspect of the coaxial design is the accurate directivity control it
provides, particularly in the critical midrange that is so vital for voice reproduction.
All models are visually discreet, yet a combination of accurate directivity control, extended bass response, and appropriate sound pressure levels makes
KEY SPECS: E12/E12D
them audibly impressive, especialDispersion: 80 or 110 x 50
ly for such compact loudspeakers.
degrees (h x v), rotatable
Five coaxial full-range models
offer a choice of 4-, 5-, 6-, 8- and 12-inch woofers, joined by three
dedicated and similarly compact subwoofers that provide substantial
bass extension. Together they answer a broad spectrum of production requirements that include stand alone, full range, ﬂown, ground
based, as well as surround, delay and ﬁll, and stage monitoring.
TECHNOLOGY FOCUS: E-Series capabilities can be taken even further
with the d&b toolkit that includes ampliﬁers with DSP capabilities to
provide comprehensive loudspeaker management and speciﬁc ﬁlter
functions; software that helps optimize the entire system setup process
as well as remote control and monitoring; a signal engine offering a 64
x 64 audio matrix and Dante networking; and much more.
OF NOTE: The largest full-range model in the series, the E12, is available with either 80- x 50- or 110- x 50-degree dispersion (model E12D),
and the horns in both units are easily rotatable up to 90 degrees.

Renkus-Heinz T82
renkus-heinz.com

Clair Brothers kiT12+
clairbrothers.com

Dispersion (h x v):
120 x 60 and 90 x
60 degrees (both
rotatable)
Components: 1-in
compression driver,
2 x 8-in cone drivers
Frequency Response: 90 Hz — 20
kHz
Maximum SPL (peak): 134 dB
Ampliﬁcation: Onboard (SA625 ampliﬁer)
Connectors: Neutrik Speakon and other
options offered
Positioning/Rigging: M6 and M10 suspension points, U-bracket attachment points
Dimensions (h x w x d): 28.2 x 10.5 x 10.5 in
Weight: 34 lbs
Notes: Incorporates proprietary Complex
Conic Horn design; passive version available; single/dual 6.5-in, single 8-in, 12-in
and 15-in models also offered

Dispersion: 90 x 40
and 60 x 40 degrees,
both rotatable
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Components: 1.3-in
neodymium compression
driver, 12-in neodymium cone
driver
Frequency Response: 50 Hz
– 18 kHz
Maximum SPL (peak): 134 dB
Power Handling: 300/1,600 watts (RMS/peak);
several d&b ampliﬁers available/recommended
Connectors: Dual NLT4; optional 2 x EP5 or 2 x
NL4
Positioning/Rigging: Pole mount, M10 threaded
inserts, wide range of mounting accessories
availble
Dimensions (h x w x d): 22.8 x 13.8 x 13.2 in
Weight: 35 lbs

dBTechnologies VIO X12
dbtechnologies.com
americanmusicandsound.com
Dispersion: 60 x 40
degrees, rotatable
Components: 1.4-in
(2.5-in voice coil)
neodymium compression driver, 12-in
neodymium cone
driver

Components: 3-in
voice coil compression driver, 12-in
cone driver
Frequency Response: 63 Hz — 20
kHz

Frequency Response:
62 Hz – 22 kHz

Maximum SPL (peak): 129 dB

Maximum SPL (peak): 132 dB

Ampliﬁcation: Onboard 2-channel amp,
3,200 watts (maximum), biamped
Connectors: Dual XLR (input and thru)

Power Handling: Self-powered – 900
watts (RMS) class-D Digipro G3 ampliﬁer
Connectors: Dual XLR, USB data service

Positioning/Rigging: kiT rigging slots on
corners, pole-mount

Positioning/Rigging: Pole mount, 12 x
M10 inserts, 4 x fast lock pins

Dimensions (h x v x d): 28.1 x 14.8 x 15.2 in

Dimensions (h x d x w): 25.5 x 13.4 x 17.5 in

Weight: 62 lbs

Weight: 45.6 lbs

Notes: 15-in version also available plus
two 18-in subs; passive models available

Notes: 10-in and 15-in versions also
available plus the dual 5-in VIO X205
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RWG Spotlight Listing

QSC K.2 Series | qsc.com
The K.2 Series is the next generation of the company’s K Family line of powered
loudspeakers. It’s comprised of the 8-inch K8.2, 10-inch K10.2 and 12-inch K12.2
full-range loudspeakers equipped with a 2,000-watt power module carefully
matched to woofers and compression drivers.
Proprietary DMT (Directivity-Matched Transition) ensures smooth coverage
across the entire listening area, while onboard DSP provides Intrinsic Correction
voicing and advanced system management to further optimize performance.
A library of
preset contours is provided for applications such as stage
KEY SPECS: K12.2
monitor, dance music, instrument amplification, handheld
Dispersion: 75 degrees axisymetric
microphone and more.
Components: 1.4-in titanium compression driver, 12-in cone
All three models can be operated as either main PA or
driver
as a floor monitor. Each model can also be flown, wall- or
Frequency Response: 45 Hz – 20 kHz
truss-mounted, or placed on a pole, either straight-firing or
Maximum SPL (peak): 132 dB
with a 7.5-degree down-tilt utilizing the new dual pole cup.
Power Handling: Onboard amplifier
provides 1,800 watts LF, 225 watts HF
TECHNOLOGY FOCUS: Storable scenes recall user(both peak)
configurable settings such as input type, delay, EQ,
Connectors: Dual XLR-1/4-in combo (mic/
cross-over and selected contour via the loudspeakers’
line input and hi-z/line input), 3.5 mm
LCD screen and control panel.
TRS (stereo input), dual XLR/M (loop-thru
output), and XLR/M (mix output)
OF NOTE: QSC also just introduced the KS118 subwoofer,
Positioning/Rigging: Dual 2 M10
incorporating an 18-inch long-excursion woofer driven
threaded inserts plus pull-back, 2-position pole mount
by a 3,600-watt class D amplifier module. It can be run
in omnidirectional or cardioid direct radiation modes.
Dimensions (h x w x d): 23.7 x 14 x 13.8 in
(For more see Road Test on page 40 of this issue.)
Weight: 39 lbs

Electro-Voice ELX200-12P
electrovoice.com

K-array KX12
k-array.com

Yamaha DXR12mkII
usa.yamaha.com

Dispersion (h x v):
90 x 60 degrees

Dispersion (h x v):
100 x 30 degrees,
rotatable
Components: 2-in
voice coil compression driver, 12-in
cone driver
Frequency Response: 120 Hz — 19
kHz
Maximum SPL
(peak): 133 dB
Power Handling: 1200 watts peak
Connectors: Dual Neutrik Speakon
Positioning/Rigging: Pole-mount,
mounting points
Dimensions (h x w x d): 13.4 x 12.6 x 7.9 in
Weight: 26.9 lbs
Notes: Stand-alone operation or serve
as part of a line array; steel chassis;
numerous accessories for joining, flying
and stacking

Dispersion: 90 x 60
degrees

Components: 1-in
compression driver,
12-in cone driver
Frequency Response: 57 Hz — 16
kHz
Maximum SPL
(peak): 130 dB
Amplification: Onboard (1200 watts), with
integrated QuickSmartDSP
Connectors: XLR/TRS combo jacks plus
one XLR link output
Positioning/Rigging: M10 suspension
points; pole-mount
Dimensions (h x w x d): 24.8 x 14.3 x 13.6 in
Weight: 34.4 lbs
Notes: 10- and 15-in versions also available; Bluetooth; includes internal DSP with
presets and multiple optimization settings
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Components: 1.75-in
(diaphragm) neodymium compression driver, 12-in
(2.5-in voice coil)
ferrite cone driver
Frequency Response: 52 Hz – 20
kHz
Maximum SPL (peak): 134 dB
Power Handling: Self-powered – 1,100
watts LF, 150 watts HF (peak)
Connectors: 3 x XLR (parallel), dual RCA,
dual phone
Positioning/Rigging: Pole mount (2
positions), 3 fits for M10 inserts x 18 mm
eyebolts
Dimensions (h x d x w): 23.7 x 14.2 x 13.8
in
Weight: 41 lbs

www.ProSoundWeb.com

RWG Spotlight Listing
RCF HDM 45-A | rcf.it
The new HDM 45-A incorporates RCF’s renowned precision transducers with onboard 2-channel class D amplification and proprietary FiRPHASE, all under intuitive RDNet monitoring and
control. The 32-bit floating-point DSP with 48 kHz processing provides crossover and transducer alignment, 8 programmable EQs, programmable output time delay and much more.
The ND940 neodymium compression driver (with 4-inch voice coil) extends the crossover
point down to 650 Hz for better impulse response, faster decay and added efficiency. The 15inch neodymium woofer has a 3.5-inch voice coil that helps in delivering added punch while
reproduction of mid-bass frequencies is accurate, transparent and free from distortion.
The HDM concept is inspired by the touring industry, packing in an elegant and lightweight
cabinet with maximum
reliability and strength
KEY SPECS: 45-A
for intensive use on
Dispersion: 90 x 60 degrees (h x v)
the road. As a result, the HDM 45-A is equally suited to
Components: 1.4-in (4-in voice coil)
serve as mains, floor monitors, and fills in combination
neodymium compression driver, 15-in
with larger RCF HDL systems.
neodymium cone driver
Frequency Response: 45 Hz – 20 kHz
TECHNOLOGY FOCUS: FiRPHASE (advanced FIR
Maximum SPL (peak): 133 dB
filtering) is a proprietary approach that minimizes
Power Handling: Onboard class D
phase distortion, which enhances dynamics, sonic
detail and transparency throughout the coverage
amplifier provides 1,600 watts LF, 600
area.
watts HF (both peak)
Connectors: PowerCon I/O
OF NOTE: A specially developed algorithm in the
Positioning/Rigging: 4 M10 threaded inserts, pole mount
DSP takes care of frequency dependent soft limiting
Dimensions (h x w x d): 28.1 x 17.4 x 15.6 in
to provide listeners with consistent linearity from
low-level signals to the maximum amplifier output.
Weight: 48.5 lbs

Meyer Sound ULTRA-X40
meyersound.com

Martin Audio CDD-LIVE 12
martin-audio.com

Yorkville elite EF15P
yorkville.com

Dispersion: 110 x 50
degrees, rotatable
Components: 3-in (diaphragm) compression
driver, 2 x 8-in neodymium cone drivers
Frequency Response:
60 Hz – 18 kHz
Maximum SPL (peak):
130.5 dB
Power Handling: Self-powered – 3-channel class D amplifier delivering 1,950
watts (peak)
Connectors: XLR 3-pin input with loop
output
Positioning/Rigging: Pole mount with M20
threaded insert socket, 11 x M8 points,
variety of mounting accessories available
Dimensions (h x d x w): 22.3 x 12.5 x 14 in
Weight: 55 lbs
Notes: ULTRA-X42 variation offers a
narrower 70- x 50-degree pattern

Dispersion (h x v):
60 x 60 degrees
mid-field, 110
degrees horizontal
near-field
Components: 1.7-in
polyimide dome
compression driver
(coaxial design),
12-in cone driver
Frequency Response: 62 Hz — 20 kHz
Maximum SPL (peak): 128 dB
Amplification: Onboard, 1,250 watts
(continuous), biamped
Connectors: XLR input and output; dual
Dante-enabled Neutrik Ethercon
Positioning/Rigging: Suspension points;
pole-mount
Dimensions (h x w x d): 22.8 x 14.1 x 14.7 in
Weight: 61.6 lbs
Notes: 8 and 15-in versions available
plus single and dual 18-in subs

Dispersion (h x v): 60 x
40 degrees horizontal
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Components: 1 x 3-in
voice compression driver, 1 x 15-in cone driver
Frequency Response:
43 Hz — 16 kHz
Maximum SPL (peak):
133 dB
Amplification: Onboard
(2400 watts peak, biamped)
Connectors: TRS/XLR combo jack & RCA
inputs (line channel); XLR input (mic
channel); TRS/XLR combo “main in” jack
Positioning/Rigging: Flypoints, pole-mount
Dimensions (h x w x d): 30 x 18.5 x 14 in
Weight: 64 lbs
Notes: Control panel on rear offers 2-channel mixer with line and mic channels; four
modes (voicings) provided; sub button rolls
off bass below 100 Hz when engaged
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Waveburg i12 | waveburg.com
All Waveburg loudspeakers are designed and built with the latest state-of-the-art technologies employed by an expert product development team. The i12, a true workhorse loudspeaker, is just one of the results of this intensive process.
The i12 delivers very flattened full-spectrum output, with exceptionally high efficiency of
99.5 dB, to meet the needs of demanding sound reinforcement applications with fewer cabinets. The tuned, vented enclosure is designed to provide a highly accurate response, with
low-end performance that makes the use of subwoofers unnecessary in some situations.
Onboard is a 12-inch
high-output woofer joined by a
1.4-inch voice coil (1-inch exit)
high-frequency driver on a 90x 60-degree horn. These components are optimally crossed
over for excellent midrange
performance, and they’re housed in a symmetric enclosure for
easy transport and installations.
TECHNOLOGY FOCUS: The company’s product development
process begins with thorough pre-analysis and then
simulation, with production employing the latest CAD
techniques as well as CNC production.
OF NOTE: A 15-inch version (i15) is available; the company also
offers the iCX8-R, a coaxial design (8-inch woofer) in a vented
enclosure with multiple flypoints.

KEY SPECS: I12
Dispersion: 90 x 60 degrees
Components: 1.4-in voice
coil compression driver, 12in cone driver
Frequency Response: 65 Hz
– 20 kHz
Maximum SPL (peak): 129.5
dB
Power Handling: 500 watts
program, 1,000 watts peak
Connectors: Dual Speakon
Positioning/Rigging: 12 M8 flypoints, pole mount
Dimensions (h x w x d): 25.6 x 18.5 x 21.2 in
Weight: 46.2 lbs

Coda Audio G515-96
codaaudio.com

Alcons Audio VR12
alconsaudio.com

D.A.S. Audio Artec 510A
dasaudio.com

Dispersion: 90 x 60
degrees (rotatable)

Dispersion: 90 x 40
degrees, “revolvable”

Dispersion: 110 x 50
degrees

Components: 1.75-in
voice coil compression driver, 15-in
cone driver

Components:
RBN601 pro-ribbon
driver, 12-in cone
driver

Frequency Response: 50 Hz — 21
kHz

Frequency Response: 60 Hz — 20
kHz

Maximum SPL
(peak): 132 dB

Maximum SPL (peak): 132 dB

Amplification: Coda LINUS DSP + Amplification recommended (600 watts peak)

Power Handling: 1,500 watts (peak)

Connectors: Dual Neutrik NL4MP

Positioning/Rigging: Flytrack, mounting
points, pole-mount, swivel bracket option

Positioning/Rigging: Flypoints, pole-mount
(optional U-brackets and wall-mount also
available)
Dimensions (h x v x d): 27.5 x 16.5 x 14.6 in
Weight: 38.6 lbs
Notes: Also available in 12-in version; 15
and 18-in subs offered
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Connectors: Neutrik Speakon

Components:
1-in-exit compression driver, 10-in
cone driver
Frequency Response: 55 Hz — 20
kHz
Maximum SPL
(peak): 128 dB
Amplification: Onboard (720/320 watts
peak, biamplified)
Connectors: XLR (input and loop thru)

Dimensions (h x v x d): 26.5 x 13.8 x 13.6 in

Positioning/Rigging: Integrated rigging
points for 10M eyebolts and U bracket

Weight: 39.6 lbs

Dimensions (h x w x d): 23.8 x 11.4 x 13.6 in

Notes: Use with company’s ALC amplifier/
controllers recommended; 60-degree
(h) version also available and it too is
revolvable; 7-inch version offered as well

Weight: 28.7 lbs
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Notes: Single/dual 6 and 8-in versions
available plus 15-in sub; all models also
offered in passive versions

www.ProSoundWeb.com

FBT VENTIS 112A
fbtusa.com
Dispersion (h x v):
80 x 50 degrees
(rotatable)
Components: 1.4-in
voice coil
compression driver,
1 x 12-in cone driver
Frequency Response: 48 Hz — 20
kHz
Maximum SPL (peak): 133 dB
Amplification: Onboard (700 watts LF, 200
watts HF, RMS); DSP
Connectors: XLR/Jack combo (input),
XLR-M (output)
Positioning/Rigging: M10 suspension points
Dimensions (h x w x d): 25.6 x 15.2 x 15 in

Ramsdell Pro Audio
15-X-SS Champion
ramsdellproaudio.com

Fulcrum Acoustic FH15
fulcrum-acoustic.com
Dispersion: 60 x 45
degrees and 90 x 60
degrees available

Dispersion (h x v):
60 x 40 and 90 x 40
degrees available
(both rotatable)

Components: 4-in
titanium diaphragm
compression driver,
15-in cone driver
(coaxial)

Components: 2-in
compression driver,
1 x 15-in cone driver
Frequency Response: 45 Hz — 20
kHz

Frequency Response: 54 Hz – 20 kHz

Maximum SPL (peak): 130 dB
Power Handling: 1200 watts LF, 150 watts
HF (both program)
Connectors: Neutrik NL4
Positioning/Rigging: Pole-mount, rigging
points
Dimensions (h x w x d): 33 x 17 x 19 in

Maximum SPL (peak): 143 dB
Power Handling: 800 watts (AES)
Connectors: 2 x Neutrik Speakon, optional terminal strip inputs
Positioning/Rigging: 12 x M10 mounting
points, 1 x M10 pull-back point, 2 x M12
yoke points

Weight: 45.4 lbs

Weight: 79 lbs

Notes: Also available in passive version;
cabinet includes monitor angle; 10 and
12-in versions also offered; DSP offers 6
presets plus 2 user-configurable

Notes: Available in active and passive
versions; vented 4th-order enclosure;
neodymium components; 12-in version
also offered

Dimensions (h x v x d): 29.9 x 30 x 28 in

VUE audiotechnik h-12
vueaudio.com

TW Audio M12
twaudio.de

PreSonus AIR Series AIR12
presonus.com

Dispersion: 100 x 50 (W version) or 60
x 40 (N version)
degrees

Dispersion (h x v): 70 x 50 degrees, rotatable

Dispersion (h x v): 90 x 60 degrees

Components: 4-in
voice coil compression driver, 12-in
cone driver
Frequency Response: 55 Hz — 21
kHz
Maximum SPL
(peak): 135 dB
Amplification: Onboard (2400 watts peak,
biamplified)
Connectors: XLR (input and loop output)
for both analog input and AES EBU digital
input
Positioning/Rigging: Suspension points,
pole-mount

Components: 1.4-in
compression driver,
12-in cone driver

Weight: 107 lbs
Notes: Proprietary Temporal Equalization

Components: 1.35-in
compression driver,
12-in cone driver
Frequency Response: 60 Hz — 20
kHz

Frequency Response: 60 Hz — 19
kHz

Maximum SPL
(peak): 131 dB

Maximum SPL
(peak): 132 dB
Power Handling: 700 watts program, 1400
watts peak
Connectors: Neutrik NL4
Positioning/Rigging: Pole-mount,
mounting points
Dimensions (h x w x d): 23.8 x 14.2 x 12.4 in

Amplification:
Onboard (1200 watts
total, biamped)
Connectors: 2 x XLR/TRS combo, 1/8-in
TRS stereo, XLR Mix output
Positioning/Rigging: Suspension points;
dual position pole-mount (0 and 7.5
degrees)
Dimensions (h x w x d): 16.9 x 16.5 x 27.6 in

Dimensions (h x v x d): 24 x 14.5 x 15.2 in

Weight: 44.8 lbs

Weight: 37.5 lbs

Weight: 78 lbs

Notes: Offers stage monitor angle; 6, 8, 10
and 15-inch versions also available, plus
subwoofers

Notes: Several presets to customize response for mains; stage monitoring cabinet angle and monitor response preset

Notes: Dual 5-in, single 8 and 15-in versions also available, plus several subs

www.ProSoundWeb.com
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Verity Audio MUSE | verityaudio.fr
Verity MUSE Series full-range 2-way loudspeakers are designed for both
portable and installed sound reinforcement applications. Available in active
(MUSE P) and passive versions, they feature a 90- x 60-degree user-rotatable horn with a custom European 1-inch-exit high-frequency compression
driver and a low-frequency woofer, both housed in a CNC-manufactured
birch plywood enclosure.
The MUSE P input panel offers microphone and line inputs plus a line
output. Also onboard are a volume control, small LCD display to monitor AC
voltage and temperature, signal level, clipping and protection status. The
passive version’s back panel is outfitted with NL4 inputs.
With excellent frequency and phase response, MUSE
delivers exceptional nearfield performance for a wide
ranger of smaller-scale applications, including clubs,
houses of worship, DJ, meeting spaces and many more.
TECHNOLOGY FOCUS: Also onboard is a 7-segment LED
array displaying power on, while the front grille has an
LED power indicator that can be switched off from the
back of the cabinet.
OF NOTE: The MUSE Series is available with four woofer
sizes, include 8, 10, 12 and 15 inches. A proprietary vent
design in the cabinet results in deeper and warmer
low-frequency performance when the loudspeaker is
placed close to a wall.

KEY SPECS: MUSE 12
Dispersion: 90 x 60 degrees, rotatable
Components: 1.4-in voice coil ferrite
compression driver, 12-in cone driver
Frequency Response: 50 Hz – 20 kHz
Maximum SPL (peak): 127 dB
Power Handling: 700 watts (program),
active and passive versions available
Connectors: Dual NL4, active version
also offers mic/line inputs plus line
output
Positioning/Rigging: 20 M8 flypoints
Dimensions (h x v x d): 25.2 x 17.7 x 15.1 in
Weight: 44.7 lbs

JBL Professional VTX F12
jblpro.com

KV2 Audio EX12
kv2audio.com

Mackie DRM212
mackie.com

Dispersion (h x v):
90 x 50 degrees

Dispersion (h x v):
80 x 40 degrees

Components: 3-in
Dual Diaphragm,
Dual Voice Coil
compression
driver, 12-in cone
driver

Components: 3-in
compression driver,
12-in cone driver

Dispersion: 90 x 60
degrees

Frequency Response:
55 Hz — 22 kHz

Components: 1.4-in
diaphragm compression driver, 1 x 12-in
neodymium cone
driver

Frequency Response: 69 Hz — 20 kHz

Maximum SPL
(peak): 130 dB

Maximum SPL (peak): LF— 132 dB; HF —
137 dB (free-field)

Amplification: Onboard (500 watts RMS, biamped)

Power Handling: LF — 1,000 watts; HF —
200 watts (AES)

Connectors: XLR (input and output)

Maximum SPL (peak): 134 dB

Positioning/Rigging: M6 bracket points;
suspension points; pole-mount

Power Handling: Self-powered – class D
amplifier delivering 1,600 watts (peak)

Positioning/Rigging: Suspension points;
pole-mount

Dimensions (h x w x d): 23.5 x 14.5 x 14.5 in

Dimensions (h x w x d): 21.6 x 15.6 x 12 in

Connectors: Dual XLR inputs, XLR output,
1.4-in, 1/8-in stereo

Notes: 6, dual 6, 10, and 15-in versions
are also available, plus single and dual
12 and 15-in subs along with single 18-in
sub; specialized woofer with passive coil
for impedance control matched to amp

Connectors: Neutrik Speakon

Weight: 42 lbs
Notes: 15-in version and an 18-in sub
also available; Crown I-Tech amplification
recommended
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Weight: 63.8 lbs
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Frequency Response: 45 Hz – 20
kHz

Positioning/Rigging: Pole mount (dual
angle), 8 x M10 flypoints
Dimensions (h x d x w): 25 x 14.7 x 16.2 in
Weight: 42 lbs
www.ProSoundWeb.com
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ARTIFICIALLY FLAVORED AUDIO
Do we actually prefer
processing and loops to
real instruments?
by M. Erik Matlock

A

s a large human, you can rest assured that I know a few
things about food. Following a similar train of thought,
after more than 20 years in professional audio, I know
a little about sound. I guess my ears serve a similar purpose as
my taste buds. They know what they like.
This concept hit me after a shopping error, when unintentionally purchased a box of artificially flavored instant grits.
Not just any artificial flavor, either. This packaging claimed to
have a “real butter flavor.”
Butter is one of the cornerstones of my physique. If reduced
to a survival scenario where there was nothing left to eat except
butter, I would still feel pretty good about life.
But this manufacturer had the audacity to declare, to this
overweight southerner, that its product tasted like actual butter.
Well, the fact is that it wasn’t even close. But I ate it anyway…
After adding plenty of butter.
The point of this madness is that there’s obviously a difference
in the real thing and something artificial. Like professional, studio-grade acoustic instruments as compared to cheap software
tools and/or overly processed junk; digital or analog.
I’ve been in the studio with performers playing vintage guitars
that were worth more than the cars we arrived in. I’ve listened
to flutes and violins played by masters that could draw emotions
that were previously unknown. I’ve felt the passion of true
artists pouring out their passion in ways that lifted my soul.
We seem to have a shortage of that type of skill in the current
live concert and studio offerings. In my view, at least, too many
folks seem content with loops and excessive low frequency
saturation to make things sound… well, close enough.
I recently attended a local concert at an indoor venue with a
band I ‘d never heard before. Knowing the room, I made sure
we were seated at the front edge of the balcony, right over the
front of house position – the best seat in this particular house.
From the first note, I was mesmerized with the sound of
the drum kit. The mix struggled a little with vocals and an
overzealous youngster playing through an overpowered guitar
amp, but the band was tight and those drums were magical.
During the show, I couldn’t help but focus on how accurate
the tone of each head sounded as pure in my seat as the best
studio sets I ever touched. The kick and snare were perfect.
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So were the toms. Even the cymbals were crisp and beautiful.
In short, it sounded like I was sitting on the studio floor
listening to an un-amplified kit. It was simply clean and natural
sounding. I know that many of us have an unnatural obsession
with that kick on channel one. I know that the pursuit of the
perfect snare drum sound has driven plenty of folks to madness
(and paid for plenty of studio expansions). We all have our concept of perfect sound, mostly based on years of experimenting.
But I have to wonder if our ears have suffered the same fate as
our taste buds. So saturated with miserable imitations, labeled
as “good” or even “real,” that we have become uncertain of what
either one actually is. Maybe the decline of musical quality is
similar to the decline in food quality. Maybe the masses have
been accommodated to the point where they’ve begun to prefer the genetically modified and unnatural choices over the
genuine articles.
My point is not to criticize or condemn anyone for creating
signature tones. Sounds right is right – I understand that idea.
But, especially for the younger techs who are still searching
for their holy grail of acoustical flavoring, I offer this advice:
take the time to find out what an instrument really sounds like
before tweaking a gorgeous feat of artistic engineering into a
cheap imitation.
Those amazing ears stuck on the side of your head are there
for a reason. Use them. Savor the tone, taste the flavor. And by
all means, enjoy the real butter. LSI
Senior editor Erik Matlock has worked in a wide range of roles in pro
audio for more than 20 years in a dynamic career that encompasses
system design and engineering in the live, install and recording
markets. His latest project is the WYWU: Working Your Way Up
podcast on ProSoundWeb and at WYWU.org.
www.ProSoundWeb.com

Power Trio.
(Bass power, that is.)
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Commanding and Powerful
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Ultra-Portable

Introducing the K Subwoofer Series.
Three models. Three incredible approaches to low frequency sound reinforcement.
All 100% genuine QSC performance, quality and reliability.
Which subwoofer is right for your application? Find out at qsc.com/ks.
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